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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 1724 
J"OI-IN COOPER ROBINSON, Plaintiff in Error, 
versus 
G. B. l{ITTR.ELL AND VERNON F. KITTRE-LL, 
Defendants in Error. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OFI ERROR. 
To the II on(l'rable Justices of said Court: 
Petitioner, John Cooper Robinson, respectfully represents 
that he is agg-rieved by a final judgment of the Circuit Court 
of the City of Portsn1outh, rendered on the 11th day of July, 
1.})35, in favor of defendants, G. B. luttrell and Vernon F. 
J{ittrell, in an action for Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) 
da1nages, broug·ht by petitioner, plaintiff, for personal injury 
nnd damng·e to prop(lrty, caused by the :p.egligence of defend-
ants in operating an automobile and causing it to collide 
with the auton1obi.Je of plaintiff, which he was driving. The 
Circuit Court struck out all evidence on behalf of plaintiff; 
there then necessarily followed a verdict for defendants, the 
court refused to set a~ide the verdict and entered judgment 
thereon. 
TfiE EHROR. A.SSTGNED IS: that the Circuit Court erred 
in striking· out the evidence on behalf of the plaintiff, and in 
not setting· aside the Yerclict and granting a ne·w trial be-
.· .. cause it l1ad erroneously struck out that evidence. · 
' 
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THE FACTS, taken pursuant to the rule giving the plain-
tiff the advantage on conflicting evidence, and proper infer-
ences, when his evidence is struck out, are: 
Plaintiff, a mature 1nan of fifty-two, a resident of Ports-
n1outh, who had been employed in the Navy Yard for 25 years, 
heing· relieved frmn his work in the Navy Yard about midnight 
of December 5th, 1934, was driving· his automobile north on 
Fourth Street in Portsmouth, bound homeward. Fourth 
Street runs substantially north and !SOUth, and Lincoln 
Stree.t runs substantially east and west, crossing Fourth 
Street practically at rig·ht angles. 
The night ·was clear (R., p. 44) and as plaintiff drove north 
on Fourth Street about two blocks south of Lincoln Street, 
he noticed defendants' auton1obile preceding him on ·Fourth 
Street (R., p. 35) running near the extreme right hand (R., 
p. 24) side of },ourth Street, and defendants did not give any 
sign by holding out the ann or otherwise of an intention to 
turn, so plaintiff ble'v his horn three times to give notice of 
passing·, and practically passed defendants' car, when de-
fendants turned their car to its left and struck plaintiff's car 
in its tail, near the spare tire on its rear (see first two photo-
graphs in exhibits) causing plaintiff's car to veer and run 
against a post and tree near the northwest corner of Lincoln 
and Fourth Streets, defendants having· turned to the left 
while crossing Lincoln Street, intending to go left into that 
street, although plaintiff's car was to their left, and had en-
tered the intersection first, and was plainly in view, plaintiff's 
lights being properly burning ( R .. , pp. 24, 25). Fourth Street 
is 56 feet wide, and Lincoln Street 36 feet wide. When plain-
tiff's car was struck its front had about reached the center of 
Lincoln Street (R., pp. 26, 27), and its rear was struck by de-
fendants' cnr's left front corner, so that defendants were 
making a short illegal left turn without any signal. Defend-
ants' car lifted up the rear of plaintiff's car, completely off 
the street, and threw it so that plaintiff lost control and plain-
tiff's car struck said pole and tree, ruining the car, seriously 
injuring· plaintiff, and causing him already loss of about Four 
Hundred Dollars ($400.00) in 'vages, and One Hundred Dol-
Jars ($100.00) doctor's bill. 
Plaintiff's car "had practically passed'' (R., p . .36) de-
fendants' car, when defendants' car turned to the left and hit 
plaintiff's car in the rear. 
On cross-examination, plaintiff said (R., p. 36) : 
"Q. So if the accident happened in the intersection, you 
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were at the time trying to pass him at an intersection, is that 
correct? 
''A. No, sir. My car had started by him before we hit any 
intersection." 
(R., p. 37) 
'' Q. The accident happen-ed in the intersection Y 
''A. He hit me just as I had gotten by the street line of 
I,incoln Street. 
'' Q. You mean on the north side Y 
"A. No, sir, on the south side." (Italics added.) 
(R., p. 41) 
''So you say you "rere not struck anywhere in front t 
".A. No, sir." 
Defendants' car made an illegal short left turn just after 
plaintiff's car passed, and struck plaintiff's car it~ its rear. 
Defendants introduced evidence conflicting greatly with 
the evidence of plaintiff. 
Several 'vitnesses testified to the good character of the 
plaintiff for truth, and that they would believe him on oath, 
etc. (R., p. 115, et seq.) 
The lower court struck out the evidence on behalf of plain-
tiff, on the ground that contributory negligence was shown, 
because the court held plaintiff was attempting to pass the 
defendants in a street intersection (R., pp. 132, 133). 
THE ARGUMENT. 
This is another of those striking out of evidence cases, 
where the trial court has acted erroneously, and in this case 
·without even a correct idea of the effect of striking out plain-
tiff's evidence. 
The following colloquy took place between counsel for plain- ' 
tiff and the court (R., pp. 132-3): 
''The Court : You may be correct in that view, and you 
oonfukeUu~ · 
"::1\{r. Gilman: But if we are there is nothing final and it 
has to come baak. 
"The Court: It would only be a question of damages you 
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would ha1-'e to prot'e if the court of Appeals decided you are 
'right. 
"Mr. Gilman: I beg to differ with the court. The Court 
of Appeals would never decide whether he was entitled to 
recover. 
"The Court: It 'tVO'ltld be re'ma'lided to try the question of 
dan~ages before the j1try." (Italics added.) 
Of course, on a reversal, a ne\~ trial would have to be had 
on the whole case, liability as well as damages. · 
The recent case of Leath v. R. F. ct P. R. Co., 162 Va. 705, 
says at page 710: 
"The tendency seems to be growing to so extend the use 
of the motion to strike plaintiff's evidence as to deprive liti-
g·ants of the benefits contemplated by the Code revisors in 
section 6251. We, therefore, repeat what we have hereto-
fore said, that trial courts .in considering motions to strike 
plaintiff's evidence should in every case where there is any 
doubt on the question overrule the motion. The use of this 
motion as a means to defeat plaintiff's action should be con-
fined and applied only to those cases in \vhich it is conclu-
sively apparent that plaintiff has proven no cause of action 
ag·ainst dofendant. Too often in tort actions plaintiffs are 
put to the delay and expense of obtaining in this court a re-
versal on this ground, \Vhich of necessity requires a new 
trial. If the trial court overrules the motion to strike, submits 
the case to the jury, and a verdict is returned, he then may 
set aside the verdict on. the ground that it is contrary to the 
evidence, or 'vithout evidence to sup.port it. If, upon review, 
this co~rt reaches a dif(erent conclu~ion, the record includes 
the verdict and final judgment may be here entered. This was 
the purpose of the Code revisors in drafting section 6251. 
(See revisors' notes.)" 
In the instant case the plaintiff was entitled to submit the 
case to the jury for three reasons: 
First, the evidence of the plaintiff showed he had passed 
defendants before reaching the street intersection and de-
fend~nts swerved to their left and struck defendants' car in 
its rear. 
Second, even if plaintiff tried to pass defendants in the in-
tersection, plaintiff's car was in full vie'v of defendants, and 
defendants had no right, 'vith plaintiff's car in full vie\v to 
swerve to the left and strike plaintiff's car in its rear. Plain-
,tiff's attempt to pass at the intersection was no proxi1nate 
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cause of the accident, defendants' turn to the left with plain-
tiff's car in fnll view being the sole proximate cause. 
Third. Even if defendants be believed, and plaintiff's car 
'vas struck in its side near the front, still plaintiff's car 
'vould have been in full view of defendants, and when they 
sa,v, or by reasonable care should have seen, it passing to 
their left, they had the last clear chance, and were liable for 
turning to their left and causing the collision. 
We submit that this case was an ideal jury case, and the 
court erred in striking out the evidence of plaintiff. 
Copy of this petition was mailed to opposing counsel, and 
to guardian ad lite1n of infant defendant on October 22, 
1935; and oral argur.ne11t for granting the writ is requested. 
Petitioner prays that a "'rit of error may be granted, said 
·proceedings reviewed and the error corrected said judgruent 
·1·eversed, ~aid ve1·dict ~et aside, a new trial granted, and such 
other and further relief granted as may be adapted to the 
nature of the case. 
JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
By TO~I E. GILlVIAN, 
HARRY CUTHRIELL, 
JAS. G. MARTIN, Counsel. 
October 22, 1935. 
I, ,Jas G. -rvrartin~ counsel practicing in the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginin, certify that in my opinion sufficient 
n1atter of error appears in the proceedings and judgment 
shown by the record accompanying the above petition, to make 
it proper for the smne to be reviewed by this court. 
JAS. G. MARTIN. 
R.eceived Oct. 22, 1935. 
J. W. E. 
November 11, 1925. 'Vrit of error awarded by the court. 
Bond $300. 
M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of the City of Ports-
mouth at the Courthouse thereof, on the 6th day of Sep-
tember, 1935. 
John Cooper Robins on, Plaintiff, 
v. 
G. B. Rittrell and Vernon F. Kittrell, Defendants. 
UPON A ~IOTION TO RECOVER MONEY. 
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: In the Clerk's 
Office of the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, on the 
5th day of June, 1935, came the plaintiff, by his counsel, and 
filed his notice of motion which is in the 'vords and figures 
following, to-wit: 
To: G. B. luttrell, 1901 S. Elm Avenue, Portsmouth, Vir-
ginia; and ·vernon F. !~it.trell, 1901 S. Elm Avenue, Ports-
mouth, Virginia. 
TAKE NOTICE, That plaintiff will on the. 24th day of 
June, 1935, move the Circuit Court of the City of Portsmouth, 
Virgittia, for a judgment against you defendants in favor of 
plaintiff for Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) damages, 
for this, to-wit: 
That heretofore, to .. wit: on the 5th day of December, 1934, 
plaintiff was oper~ing his automobile in a northerly direc-
tion along Fourtli Street, in the City of Portstnouth, Vir-
• j ginia, when you defendants did then and there so 
page 2 ~ recJdessly and negligently operate your automo-
,..--bile so as to cause it to collide \vith plaintiff's au-
tomobile, and by reason thereof plaintiff's automobile was 
completely demolished ancl rendered of no use, ·and plain-
tiff was injured all over his person, and caused to suffer pain 
and angui::;h, was permanently injured. and caused to spend 
sums of money in an effort to be cured of said injuries, and 
in tbe future will necessarily spend sums of money on ac-
count of said injuries, and lost sums of money which he 
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otherwise would have earned. To the damage of plaintiff 
$10,000.00. 
JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
By HARRY CUTHRIELL, Counsel. 
TOM E. GILMAN, Counsel. 
And the return of the Sergeant of the City of Portsmouth 
on the foregoing notice of motion is in the words and fig-
ur.es following, to-wit: 
Executed this 4th day of June, 1935, delivering copy of the 
·within notice to G. B. Kittrell, Vm·non F. Kittrell, in per~on. 
R. E. GLOVER, 
City Seg't. 
By GEO. A. WHITE, 
Deputy Seg 't. 
page 3 ~ .... t\.nd at another, to-wit: At the Circuit Court 
of the City of Portsmouth, held on the 24th day of 
June~ 1935. 
At this day came the parties by their Attorneys, and there-
upon, the defendants, by counsel, tendered a plea of "Gen-
eral Issue'', to which 'plea the plaintiff replied generally and 
issue is. joined thereon. 
And at another day, to-wit: At the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, held on the 11th day of July, 1935. 
This day came the parties, plaintiff and defendant, in per-
son and by their respective attorneys, Mr. Allen S. Carr, an 
attorney practicing before this Court, ·appearing by court ap-
pointment, to represent the infant defendant, and came also 
a jury, to-wit: G. H. Lewis, H. R. Pollard, E. L. Marable, 
B. B. Powell, Robt. Parker, H. W. Macl(enzie, and John 
B. Love, who were duly sworn the truth of and upon the premi-
ses to speak; and the plaintiff having completed the intro-
duction of testimonv in his behalf and announced that he 
had no further evidence to offer, the defendants then moved 
the eourt to strike the plaintiff's evidence, which motion 
is sustained and the plaintiff's evidence is accordingly stricken, 
to which action of the court in sustaining said motion and 
striking the evidence, t~e plaintiff, by his attorney, excepted; 
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and, thereupon, the jury retired to their room to 
page 4. r consult of their verdict and after sometime re-
turned into Court having found the following ver-
dict, ''We, the jury find in favor of the defendant. George 
H. Lewis; tTr., ·~,oreman". Whereupon, the plaintiff moved 
the court to set aside the verdict of the jury and grant him 
a ne\v trial, upon the ground that the court erred in striking 
the plaintiff's evidence and upon the further ground that 
said verdict is contrary to the la'v and evidence, which mo-
tion being argued the court doth overrule, and to which ac-
tion of the court in overruling· said n1otion the plaintiff, by 
hh~ attorney, excepted. Upon consideration of all of which, 
it is adjudged, and ordered that the plaintiff take nothing· by 
his bill, and that the defendants go thereof without day and 
recover of the plaintiff their costs in this behalf incurred. 
Virginia: 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of 
Portsmouth, on the 29th day of August, 1935, came the plain-
tiff, by counsel, and· :filed a notice which is, in the 'vords and 
figures, to-wit: 
To: G. B. l{ittrell and Vernon F. l{ittrell. 
TAKE NOTICE, That I 'vill on the 6th day of Septem-
ber, 1935, at ten o'clock A. ~L, present my bills of exceptions 
to the Judge of the Circuit Court of the. City of 
page 5 r Portsn1outh, in his office, in my case against you, on 
Notice of Motion, in which judgment was rendered 
for you. 
Further take notice that at Noon, on the 7th day of Sep-
tember, 1935, at noon I shall apply to the Clerk of the said 
court, at his office, for a transcript of the record in this case 
in order to apply for a writ of error. 
JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
By TOM E. GILMAN, Counsel. 
Service accepted, this the 29th day of August, 1935. 
ROBT. F! ~fcMURRAN, 
Atty. for defendants, 
ALLEN S. CARR, 
Guardian-ad-litenz. 
A. A. BANGEL. 
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And now at this day, to-wit: At the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsinouth, held on the 6th day of September, 1935. 
This day, in due time, after proper notice, the plaintiff 
presented his bill of exceptions No. 1, which was signed and 
1n11de part of the record in this case, with the exhibits therein 
n1E'ntioned. 
page 6 ~ The bill of exceptions No. 1 referred to in the 
foregoing order are in the words and figures fol-
lowing, to-\vit: 
page 7 ~ Virginia: In the Circuit Court of the City of PortS-
mouth. 
~T ohn Uooper Robinson. 
v. 
G. B. ICittrell and Vernon F. l{ittrell. 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 1. 
Be it remembered that on the trial of this case, which was 
had in the presence of all parties and the presence of Allan 
Carr the duly appointed guardian ad lite1n of the infant de-
fendant, Vernon F. Kittrell, the following is the evidence, and 
all the evidence. which was introduce~, and the exhibits herein 
mentioned are identified" by the Judge who tried this case and 
"rho signs this bill of exceptions, and shall be regarded as 
part of this bill of exceptions as fully as if copied herein, and 
n1a~r be taken to the Supreme Court of Appeals \Vithout be-: 
ing- copied, to-wit: · 
page 8 ~ DR. T. S. COOKE·, 
~mrfnn e-n behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows:· 
Examined bv J.\lfr. Giln1an: 
Q. Doctor: your nmnc, is T. S. Cooke and you are a prac-
ticin~: physieian in tlw City· of Portsmouth and have been 
for some tin1e? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Dr. Cooke, did you treat Mr. John Cooper Robinson, 
the plaintiff in thi~ suit, for injuries sometime in the first 
part of Deee1nbe1· of last year? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just state his condition when you found him and your· 
treatrncn1~ and give us his present condition Y' 
page 8a }- A. fie had a laceration on the back of the hand 
'\Yith a tendon ~evered, the middle finger, I think it 
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was, right hand, and he had-suffered with his hip and back; 
I sewed this tendon together, and he had a very bad infection 
which kept him out of work for ql)ite awhile. 
The Court: Speak u littl~. louder, Doctor, please, sir. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. \Vhat was necessary to do to sew this tendon; how did 
you get at a tendon? 
A. You ha,re to cut down on it and find it. They shrink, or · 
contract rather. 
Q. How long was he in the hospital, Doctor? 
A. Three ~r four days. 
Q. Was he confined to l1is bed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did the wound heal or did it become infected Y 
A. Became infected. 
Q. What is the condition of this hand today? 
1 A. The last time I saw it it was rather stiff. 
Mr. Gilman: Suppose you go up there and show it to 
him, Mr. Robinson. 
By ~Ir. Gilman: 
• Q. '\Vhere was the laceration f Point .out in detail his in-
jlllJ" to the jury. 
A. On this hand, on the middle finger, right, 
page 9 ~ a tendon was cut here, and I cut from here to here 
to find the tendon and bring it together, and put 
his finger up in a splint; in fact, his whole hand in a splint. 
Q. How long did you keep it in a splint, Doctor? 
A. I guess, offhand, it was in a splint three or four weeks, 
maybe longer. 
Q. After he came home how long was he confined to his 
bed or room? · 
A. About three weeks. 
Q. Has he the full use of that hand now? 
A. No. 
Q. What percentage of disability would you say existed 
there now? 
A. Well, there is a contraction that he. is unable to get 
him arm, or was the last time I saw him, very far· back 
this way, and had some trouble getting his hand in his hip 
pocket, and then he hasn't the power of grip. 
Q. ·What is that due to, Doctor, an injury to the muscles, 
nerves, or both Y 
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A. Due to scar tissue of the tenden and may be a nerve, too, 
on account of being cut across and behind. 
Q. Is that condition permanent or will it gradually improve, 
or would you say Y 
A. That may gradually improve. 
Q. What is the probability! . 
page 10} A. The probability is it will get better than it is. 
Q. Will it be entirely as good as it was Y 
A. I don't know about that. 
Q. What was your bill, Doctor Y I have it here, I believe. 
A. $75.00 or $100.00, I believe. 
Q. $100.00; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Gilman: I introduce that in evidence. 
Note: The paper was thereupon marked "Exhibit 1". 
By Mr. Gilman: . 
Q. Was Mr. Robinson in any pain when you saw him, and 
could he move around, or what was his condition Y 
A. Yes, he was suffering pain, pain in his back or hip. I 
think it was in the hip. I had an X-ray taken.. I don't think 
that showed anything. 
Q. Didn't show any fractures? 
A. No, no fractures or bony injuries. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Dr. Cooke, did you find any broken bones at all t 
A. I don't recall :finding any. 
Q. You only kept him in the hospital three or four days t 
A. Three· or four days. 
Q. Do you know now whether he has returned to work 7 
A. I think he has. _ 
page 11} Q. Do you know when he returned! 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. He is a pipefitter in the Navy Yard, isn't he t 
A. Yes. 
Mr. McMurran: That is all. 
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A. F. CREAL, 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
Mr. Gilman: Will you let us have those toy automobiles, 
please, sir 7 
By Mr~ Cuthriell: 
Q. What is your name, Mr. Creal? 
A. A.' F. Creal. 
Q. Where were you about midnight on December 5th, 1934 f 
A. In my bedroom. 
Q. Do you know anything about this collision we are speak-
ing of, Mr. Creal 1 
A. Yes, sir. I didn't see the accident, but I was right 
there after it happened. 
Q. Where wei·e you at the time of the accident? 
A. I was in my bedroom. 
· Q. Where is your bedroom relative to this col-
page 12 ~ lision? 
A. You mean in the house? 
Q. No. Where is your house? 
A. The houoo is second door from the corner of Lincoln 
and Fourth Streets. 
Q. What attracted your attention to the accident? 
A. It was a crash. 
Q. Just tell these gentlemen in your own way exactly 'vhat 
you found when you left the room. 
A. I heard the crash and went out to the corner. I was 
about the first one· out there. 
By the Court : 
Q. Where is your home? 
A. Second door from the corner. 
Q. Corner of what? 
A. Lincoln and Fourth Streets. 
Q. Which corner Y 
A. The southeast corner: 
Q. The southeast corner Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Of Lincoln and Fourth Y 
A. Yes. I heard this crash and I run out there and found 
one car facing north right near the middle· of the intersec-
tion, a little north of the center of the intersection, and found 
the ·Chevrolet was over on the northwest corner against a 
tree. That car was facing east, and Mr. Robin-
page 13 r son was in that car. 
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By :!vfr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Did you have a conversation with the driver of either 
of those cars at that tirne 1 
A. I went over, and I think I first "rent to the Hudson to 
see if anybody was hurt in there. 
Q. What car was that, the Hudson car¥ 
A. I think it was ~Ir. IG.ttrell's car; and I went over to 
Mr. Robinson's car and asked him if he was hurt, and he 
'vas, and I looked to see if there was anything I could do 
about it, and I told hin1 he had better go to the hospital. 
Q. Did ~Ir. Kittrell or Mr. Robinson make any statement 
to you at that time f 
A. No, sir. They were only talking· back and forth. They 
didn't make any statement to me. 
Q. What was the condition of the Robinson car? 
A. I would say it was a total wreck. 
Q. What was the condition of the Kittrell car 7 
A. ThH left front tirC' was blown out and the left front fen-
der was pushed in. 
Q. Pushed in? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that down towards the wheel of the car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAl-IINATION. 
page 14 r By lVIr. Bangel: 
Q. ~1r. Creal, I understood you to sa.y that when 
you saw the l{ittrell car it was just north of the center of 
the street? 
A. Northwest of the center. 
Q. 'l,hat would be towards the northwest corner? 
· A. Yes. 
Q. v\Thich ·would be north of the center and west of the cen-
ter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the Chevrolet, which was Mr. Robinson's car, that 
was against a troo witl1 both wheels on the sidewalk, front 
wheels? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that tree is the first tree that you get to traveling 
north on Fourth Street on the west side of Fourth Street, 
leaving Lincoln? 
A. That is the first tree and there is a pole directly on the 
corner. 
Q. There is a pole on the corner before the tree. You don't 
know how far the two are apart, do you Y 
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A. I would say it was about 12 foot. 
Q. About 12, you judge it 1 
A. About that. 
Q. Did you see where the automo]?ile had come in contact 
'vith the pole? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you saw where the front wheels o,f the automobile 
after coming in contact with the pole on the corner 
page 15 ~ had skidded to the tree f 
A. I didn't notice whether it skidded, or not, 
but the car was against the tree. 
Q. And you saw where it first came from the corner where 
the pole was Y 
A .. By the pole, yes, sir. 
Q. That was visible, too, was it not Y 
A. Yes. 
FRANirLIN RODGERS, 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Mr. Rodgers, do you recognize these hvo pictures Y 
A. I do. 
Q. Did you take the pictures~ 
A. Both of them. 
Q. When was the smaller picture taken Y 
A. I could not give you the exact date. It was the day 
previous to the first hearing. 
Q. Approximately how long ago¥ 
A. I should imagine 60 days. . 
Q. When was the other picture taken Y 
'page 16 ~ A. Yesterday. 
Q. What is the difference in these pictures other 
than the size Y 
A. I didn't get the question. 
Q. What is the difference in these pictures other than the 
size of them Y 
A. None. 
Q. That represents what part of the automobileY 
A. Right rear. 
Q. Whose automobile is that T 
A. I can't say. 
Q. Where were the pictures taken T 
A. At Larry Moore, Incorporated. 
By the Court : 
Q. What kind of car was it, can you say, what modelY 
ll 
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A. I could not. 
Q. Or make of car? 
A. I could not. 
Q. You didn't notice that T 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Cuthriell: . 
Q. Mr. Rodgers, what does this point here represent? 
A. That shows a small dent in the metal covering of the-
1Yir. Bangel: I submit that the picture speaks for itself 
as to what it represents. He can indicate on the 
. page 17 } picture. 
Mr. Cuthriell: I certainly have a right to have 
him describe it and state what it represents, and I am going 
further, if your Honor will permit me, and have him mark 
it. 
The Court : What is the question you asked Y 
Mr. Cuthriell: I asked him what this particular spot here 
represented. 
The Court : . Answer the question. 
Mr. Bangel: We save the point. 
Mr. McMurran: We further object because he has not 
identified it as a picture of Mr. Robinson's car. 
Mr. Gilman: We will connect that up. 
A. This portion of the photograph is the covering over the 
right rear frame of the automobile. This is the rear shackle-
The Court : If they are insisting upon having the pictures 
identified, I "think this a little premature. 
Mr. Cuthriell: I thought so except Mr. Robinson brought 
thes~ pictures down today and placed them in Mr. Bangel 's 
hands .. 
~Ir. Bangel: I think yon had better have the photographer 
here. I think the pictures ought to be identified. 
Mr. Cuthriell: All right, we will connect them. 
page 18 } Step down for the time being. 
Mr. Gilman: Mr. Robinson, is that a picture 
of the rear end of your carY 
Mr. Bangel: Is he on examination Y 
~fr. Gilman : For that particnl~r purpose. 
The Court: If you are going to ask him, let him come up 
here. 
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JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
the plaintiff, being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Mr. Robinson, I ask you if this is a picture of the rear 
end of your car as it now is in Larry lVIoore 's garage on 
High StreetY 
A. Yes, sirp 
The Court : And is it the same as it \vas at the time of 
the accidentt ' 
By Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. I pass you this picture and ask you is that the same 
picture? 
A. Yes. 
page 19 ~ Q. Of your car 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the difference, if any, in the smaller picture 
and the larger picture? 
A. Not any. 
Q. One looks brighter than the other Y 
A. Dust shown on one. 
Q. Dust on one Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
caoss EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Were you present when those pictures were taken¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How do you know they are pictures of your carY 
A. Because I have seen the car. 
Mr. Cuthriell: All right, Mr. Robinson, come do,vn. 
page 20 ~ FRANKLIN RODGERS, 
\ 
. l 
recaHed on behalf· of the plaintiff, testified as 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Mr. Rodgers, will you point out by that pen point-
Mr. McMurran: We will object to the introduction of 
these pictures. Mr. Robinson was not pt·esent when they 
were taken, and Mr. Rodgers said he took a picture o£ a 
car~ but whose car it was he didn't, know. 
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· The Court: If he took pictures of a certain car and Mr. 
Rodgers says, by virtue of having seen it and kno,ving the 
car previously, that is is a correct picture of his car, it is 
all right. . . 
Mr. Mc]IIurran: I submit he can't tell whether this is Mr. 
,Robinson's car, or 'vhose it is. It is a picture of only a 
part of a car. 
The Court : I think we are going into extremes when we 
say that. If the car was injured and he sa:w it after it was 
. injured, and that picture gives a representation of what his 
car was, I think it is fair to assume that the picure is . a 
picture of the car. Yon may take an exception. 
Mr. Mc~furran: We except. 
Bv Mr. Cuthriell: 
"'Q. Will you point out by pen point the spot that you are 
speaking of? 
page 21 ~ A. Just ''J'hat do you mean by the spot I speak 
of? 
Q. The little indentation you spoke of. 
A. The indentation is just above the rear shackle. 
Q. Stick a pin in it. 
A. (Witness does so.) 
Q. And you say these two pictures are identical? 
A. Identical. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. ~fc~Iurran: . 
Q. At whose instance did you take these pictures' 
A. At tl1e request of Judge Cuthriell. 
Q. Why did you take a picture only of the rear end? 
A. That is all he requested me to make a. picture of. 
Q. Where were you when the pictures were taken? 
A. On the second floor of Larry Moore Corporation. 
Q. Were other cars up there at tha.t time 7 
A. Several other cars. · 
Q. Who was with you when you took the picture? 
A. The car was pointed out to me by one of the mechanics. 
Q. Do you know whether the car is still there, or not 7 
A. It was there yesterday. 
Q. What caused this spot on the back to he so much lighter 
in this picture than it. is in this f 
A. That is explained in this way: The car was dirty, and 
you can see practically the whole surface of the 
}Jage 22 ~ car, and the car surface absorbs light, and this re-
flected no light. The car had been cleaned up prior 
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to the time this picture was taken and the surface reflected. 
Q. Between the fender over here-is that the fender? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that clean f · . . 
A. It is cleaner than it is in the other picture. You can 
see that. 
Q. No,v, Mr. Rodgers, this is a very small dent, isn't itY 
A. I didn't measure it. 
Q. Yon looked at it, didn't· you f 
A. I looked at it, yes. 
Q. It is a very small dent? 
A. I would not call it a large dent. 
Note: The· two photographs heretofore referred to were 
marked "Exhibit 2" and "Exhibit 3". 
JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
the plaintiff, recalled, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Your name is John Cooper Robinson? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 23 ~ Q. How old are you, 1\IIr. Robinson Y 
A. 52, going in 53. 
Q. Where do you livef 
A. 1306 Washington Street. 
Q. In the City of Portsmouth T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have been a resident of the City of Portsmouth 
how longY 
A. All of my life. 
Q. You are employed where and in what capacity? 
A. In the Navy Yard as pipe:fitter, stationed at the gas 
plant. 
Q. What is your trade f 
A. Plumber. 
Q. On the night of December 5th you were working where T 
A. Navy Yard, gas plant. 
Q. How long have you been employed in the Navy Yard f 
A. 25 years. · 
Q. What time did yon lmock off on this particular night, 
December 5th, Mr. Robinson f 
A. My relief came about ten minutes to 12 :00 and I left 
about three minutes to 12 :00. 
Q. You were traveling in an automobile Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What gate did you leave, Fourth Street 7 
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A. Fourth Street Gate. 
page 24 ~ Q. Tell the jury what happened after you left 
the Fourth Street Gate and proceeded north on 
Fourth StreetY 
A. I was coming north on Fourth Street and between the 
corners of Lincoln and Nelson -Streets on Fourth there was 
a car ahead of me. I didn't know whose it was, and I blew 
three times, and he was to the extreme right of the street 
and he didn't give any sign he was going to make a turn 
or nothing, and I kept going right by and as I. practically 
got by him he hit me in the rea.r end of my car. 
Q. Nelson Street is the next stree~ south of Lincoln Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Running parallel with Lincoln7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Fourth Street runs practically north and south; 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Lincoln and Nelson Streets east and west! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many blocks is it from the Fou;rth Street Gate 
and the Navy Yard to Nelson StreetY 
A. I think it is five. 
Q. When you came out of the Fourth Street Gate did you 
see this car in front of you? 
A. No, sir, not when I first came out. 
Q. How long before you did see it? 
A. When I got to Fayette Street, because another car turned 
in Fayette Street in front of me. 
page 25 ~ Q. That car was then in plain view of you 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have your lights on 7 
A.· Yes, sir. 
Q. ·Yon followed the car of l{ittrell how far Y 
Mr. Bangel : He didn't say he followed it. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
·Q. What car were you following? 
A. It was Kittrell's car, after I found out. 
Q. How far did you follow the luttrell carY 
A. When I first seen it after the car turned in Fayette 
Street, I followed it until a.fter we passed over Nelson Street 
when I blew to pass him and then speeded up a little to get 
by. 
· Q. How far is it from Fayette to Nelson StreetY 
A. One block. · 
Q. And from Nelson to Lincoln to another blockY 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is where the accident occurred Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was the Kittrell car traveling with reference to 
the right-hand or east curb of Fourth StreetY 
A. He was on the right-hand side, the east curb, of Fourth 
Street. 
Q. Was he near the curb, in the middle of the street, or 
where? 
page 26 ~ .A. No, near the curb. 
him! 
· Q. Where were you traveling in an effort to pass 
A. In the middle of the street. 
Q. Fourth Street is how wide Y 
A. 56 feet. 
Q . .And Lincoln Street is ·how wide~ 
A. 36 feet. 
Q. How far did you travel in the center of the street in 
your passing from the beginning to the accident Y 
A. As far as I could say; that is, by my being in the car, 
and where I was situated, the front part of my car was pretty 
near to the center of the street. · 
t / Q. I didn't ask you that. How far did you travel in the 
V ter of the street in an effort to pass before you actually 
ssedY 
. A. Very near one solid block in the center of the street. 
Q. Anything to obstruct your headlights Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So the car in front could not see you? 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Y 9U say you were practically across Lincoln Street when 
he hit you in the rear T · 
A. Not practically across. 
Q. Where were you Y 
A. Being in the car, I would judge my car, fue front part of 
it, was somewhere near the center of the street. 
page 27 ~ Q. The front- part of your carY · 
A. Yes, sir. j Q. The front part of your car and 'vhat part of the street f A. Lincoln and Fourth. Q. Did he give any signal by hand, horn or otherwise that 
,.~_. . he was going to turn to his leftY · 
. A. None whatever. 
Q. After the accident did you examine his left front win-
~w~ . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it closed or open Y· 
\ 
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V A. Closed. 
Q. When he struck you in the rear what happened to you, 
Mr. Robinson, and your carY 
A. My car rose completely off the street, the rear end of 
it, and I think my front hit the pole and went up and hit 
the tree, and it threw me away from the wheel and I lost 
complete control of the car, and had no control whatever of it. 
Q. After it hit the pole it hit what Y 
A. Hit a tree. 
Q. What was the damag·e to your car? 
A. A total wreck. 
Q. What was its value before the accident? 
Mr. Bangel : He is not in position to determine that, if 
your Honor pleases. He could not pass upon the value of it. 
Mr. Gilman: It is not conclusive of its value, but 
page 28 ~ evidence of it. 
The Court: Ask him what he gave for it, how 
long he had had it and how much mil~age he had on it. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. What kind of automobile was itY 
A. Chevrolet sedan. 
Q. When did you buy it 7 
A. October, 1931, I think. 
Q. What did it cost 1 
A. $735.00. 
Q. You bought it when? 
A. The latter part of October, 1931. 
Q. About four years old:? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it in good shape? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you remember the mileage Y 
A. I think,it was $20,000 miles on it. 
Q. And you say now it is of no value Y 
A. None whatever. 
I. 
Q. ~at. happened to you, Mr. Robinson, as to your per-
sonal InJUries 1 
A. My hand was cut here (indicating). · .. 
Q. When you say "here", indicate it so the stenographer 
can get it. 
page 29 ~ A. 1\.iy hand was cut in the back, the sinews lead-
ing from this finger. 
Q. The middle finger? · 
. A. My back. 'vas hurt, and, of course, I didn't. ~ow what 
1t was at the time. When I got to the hospital-they told me 
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the leaders were severed in this finger, and it dropped com-
pletely down. 
Q. Which one? 
A. This one. 
Q. Dropped down so you had no control over it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did the· doctor do to it 1 
A. Cut it here and made a la.rg·er cut than was in the hand 
already, and taken these leaders up this way. 
Q. Did he put it in ·splints 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did your hand stay in splints' 
A. Bet,veen five and six 'veeks. 
Q. How long were you in the hospital? 
A. Three days. 
Q. WhaV was your hospital bill? 
A. Thirty some dollars. I don't recollect just exactly what 
the total amount was, but thirty some dollars. 
Q. It was more than thirty, was itT 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 30 ~ Q. How long were you confined to your home 
or roomY 
A. I was confined in bed three weeks after I was removed 
home, and one wek after I got out of bed I was confined in 
the room. 
Q. Why was it necessary for you to stay in bed Y 
A. Because I could not move. 
Q. What was the trouble other tha.n your hand? 
A. My back. 
Q. How long before you we·re able to return to 'vork, Mr. 
Robinson? 
A. The 28th of January. 
Q. What did you lose in wages from December 5th to Jan-
nary 28th?' 
A. Approximately $400.00. 
Q. What is your wagesY 
A. $8.93 a day. 
Q. How many days a week do you work f 
A. Five days. 
Q. Did Mr. Kittrell make any statement to you, Mr. Robin-
sonY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At the time of the accident? 
A. No, sir. I asked him why-what kind of driving he was 
doing. 
Q. There was no one with him or with you, I believe Y 
.,(1.. No, 'sir. 
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Q. Did anybody eh;e see the accident! 
A. No} sir. 
page 31 ~ Q. People came up afterwards, I believe 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. ·what time of clay was it 7 
A. It was, I judge, a few minutes after midnight. 
By 1\fr. Gilman: 
Q. You worked until nearly midnight? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I show you a picture marked Exhibit No. 3. What does· 
that represent, ~f.r. Robinson Y 
A. That represents the rear end of my car, the right-hand 
rear end of my car. 
Q. There is a pin sticking in the right rear where the 
shackle joins the spring. What does that represent Y 
v· .A. H.epresents ·where the car was hit. 
Q. Hit by ·whom~ 
11. Bv the Kittrell car. 
Q. On the night of this accident Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that the only damage to your car as the result of 
his striking you? 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. I mean of the automobile striking? 
A. As far as the automobile, that is all I know of. 
Q. The other damag-e was done when you hit the tree and 
pole? 
page 32 } A. Yes, sir, outside of the wing bumper was 
broke off. 
Q. Which wing bun1per ~ 
A. It is not on the car. You can't see it. 
Q. Which was it 7 
A. On the right-hand rear. 
Q. Was that torn away by the impact? 
A. Broke off. 
Q. About what was the length of your carY 
A. I think it is some 15 feet or a little more. 
Q. ~Ir. Kittrell was driving a Hudson, I believe it is stated? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was a closed car, ·was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Sedan or coupe? . . 
A. I could not tell you whether·it was a sedan or coupe. I 
didn't pay much attention to that part of it. 
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Q. Were those injuries painful? 
A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. Did you suffer 1 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Did you have any trouble with your hand healing¥ 
A. Yes, sir; haven't any use of it now. 
Q. Show the jury just how much you can use it. 
A. That is as far as I can close it (demonstrating). 
Q. Can you use that hand in your trade? 
A. No, sir. If I go back to work with tools I would have 
to quit. 
page 33 t Q. You mean you would have to leave the yard~l 
A. Ye~. sir. 
Q. Hold your hand up and show the jury just ho'v far you 
can get it together. 
A. (Witness illustrates.) 
Q. For the purpose of the record, you can't grip? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How is the strength of the arm? . 
.... 4,... After I get anything in the hand, if I don't have to 
grip it, I am all right. I can hold it. I can't pick it up and 
grip it. 
Q. You mean as far as lifting power is concerned, if you 
can get hold, it is all right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about movements back and forth Y 
A. I have got use of my arm. 
Q. Are you still under treatment Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The doctor has discharged you Y 
A. Yes, sir. I was not able to continue treaments. 
Q. What did he do last ~or your handY 
A·. Give me heat treatments. 
Q. Baking it? 
A.· Yes, sir. 
Q. His bill, I believe, is $100.00f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 34 t CROSS EXA~1INATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
· Q. The accident happened on December 4th Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What day did it ha.p·pen Y . 
A. I left the ·Yard just in the neighborhood of midnig·ht on 
Dooember 5th: _ · · 
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Q. So the accident happened on the night of December 
5ih! 
A. It was-well, I would say it was the morning of the 6th. 
Q. 'I' he morning of the 6th. You had time coming to you, 
<lid von not? 
.A.: I think I had about six days. 
Q. Didn't you have tin1e until the 20th Y 
A. Sir? 
Q. Didn't you receive pay until the 20th of December? 
.A.. I don't. think so. 
Q. Don't you kno'-r 1 
A. No, I don't, but I don't think I had that much time ; in 
fact, I know I d!dn 't 
Q. Didn't have that 1nuch time? 
1\. No. 
Q. So you had left the Yard and were traveling in a straight 
course north on Fourth StreetY 
A. Yes, sir. 
pag·e 35 ~ Q. The automobile driven by Mr. Kittrell was 
also going north on Fourth ·StreetY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On ~.,ourth Street 1 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Y 011 f.iaw his car at a point, you say, approximately two 
blocks south of Lincoln Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were how far behind him when you :first saw his 
avtomobile f 
.A. About a half block. 
Q. And the accident occurred then within a block and a 
half of where vou first saw the Kittrell car? 
.l\.. Yes, sir." 
Q. It was necessary for you to ov-ertake him, as you have 
dt•scribed, before th~ happening of the accident Y 
l\ .. Yes. 
Q. So y<;m w~re at all tin1es traveling· a great deal faster 
than he wa~ going? 
A. I don't know how fast he was going. 
Q. If you 'vere overtaking him it was necessary for you 
to travel faRter than he was ·going? 
A. Why, sure, it was necessary, but I say I don't know how 
fnst he was traveling. 
Q. And you say hefore you could get by him good he 
struck you in the rear? 
page '36·~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you were at the time of the happening of 
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the accident actually engaged in attempting to pass him; 
' ii that true? · 
J A. I had practically passed hin1. 
Q. I thought you said before you could get by him-
A. I sai4 practically past hhu. 
Q. You mean both of you were traveling parallel with 
each other and you had passed him and he overtook you; 
is that what you are telling the court and juryf V A. The front end of my car-l, myself sa'v this car when 
he hit me. · 
Q. The front of your car was by him f 
.A .• Yes. 
Q. And the side of your car was parallel with the side of 
his car? 
A. I can't ans,ver that because I didn't look behind. 
Q. So you can only say that just the front part of the car 
was beyond him at the time, and that was just within a 
spilt second of the happening· of the accidentT 
A. It could not have been long, of course. 
Q. So if the accident happened in the intersection, you 
were at that time trying to pass him at an intersection; is 
V that correct? ·· A. No, sir. My car had started hy him before ·we hit any illtersection. 
Q. You had started by him but you had not 
page 37 ~ passed him as yon entered that intersection f 
A. My car had started by him 'vhen 've hit the 
intersection. 
Q. Had started by him f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So the two cars then did not pass each other until you 
were in about the center of the intersection; ~s that correct 7 
A. '\Vhat do you mean in the center f 
Q. The center of the intersection 'vould be the imaginary 
point between the four corners of the center of that street. 
_Mr. Giln1an: May be he can illustrate it here. 
Mr. Rangel: I have a diagram I used in the other trial. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. You say as you reached the intersection you were going 
bv him? 
··A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the accident happened in the intersection?. 
A. ·Ye~ sir; I had gotten over the streets when he hit me 
Q. The accident happened in the intersection f 
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v'. .A. lie . hit me just as I had gotten by the street line of 
Lincoln Street. 
Q. You mean on the north side Y 
A. No sir, on the south side. 
Q. So you had gotten on the south side of Lincoln Street 
r- / when the accident occurred Y 
v page 38 ~ .A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you certainly place the accident within 
the four corners of Lincoln and Fourth 1 
.A. Yes. 
Q. And you were at that time traveling faster than the 
Kittrell car? 
A. I don't know how fast he was traveling. 
Q. If you were overtaking and trying to pass the automo-
bile, you observed his speed certainly, didn't you Y 
A. No, I don't know ho'v fast he was traveling. 
Q. You don't kno'v ho'v fast he was traveling? 
A. No. 
Q. You never took time to observe his speed at any time Y 
A. No. 
Q. .And with that you say you blew your horn and at-
tempted to pass him anyway? 
A. I blew my horn three times, and he was over to the 
side and gave no indication of turning and I proceeded to pass. 
Q. You say that your car had a wing bumper? · 
is ... Yes, sir. 
Q. A. wing bumper is one that does not extend across the 
entire rear of the car, but extends over a part of the gas 
tank and beyond the fender? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have two wing bumpers onY 
A. Yes. 
page 39 ~ Q. Now, ~Ir. Robinson, your car was black, 
painted black, 'v~s it not Y 
.L~. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the J{ittrell automobile was painted blue; is that 
true? 
A. I don't know. It is a dark car. That is all I can answer. 
Q. When was the last time that you saw your automobile f 
.A. Dav before vesterdav. 
Q. You were there day ·before yesterday? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your automobile is still at-
A. Larry 1vioore. Incorporated. 
Q. Larry ~foore Incorpotated. Who used the paint on 
the front right fender of your automobile? 
A. Who used the paintf 
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Q. Yes. 
A. That ear has rio paint on it only that Larry Moore put 
on there after being sideswiped in front of my door. 
Q. Isn't true that after this accident it showed the front 
right fender of your auton1obile came in contact with the left 
front fender of the IG.ttrell automobile? 
· A. No, sir. 
Q. Isn't it true that your car had until very recently a 
clear indication of the point of impact on the front of your 
/ . automobile nlong·side of the fender, showing 
/page 40 ~the blue paint of Mr. Kittrell's automobile. 
A. No, .. sir. 
Q. Isn't it tru,e that within the past few days someone has 
gone there with your kno,vledge and paint_ed over it black Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. we intend to ask the eourt to send the jury up there 
to look at this car. 
A. That is all rig-ht. Let thent go. 
~Ir. Gilman: It is perfectly agreeable to us. 
By 1\ir. Bange I: 
Q. This case was tried in this court before, was it not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard at that time the question of there being paint 
on the front of your car, and the case was started in this court 
and not completed; is that true Y 
A. Ye~:~., ~ir. 
Q. Isn't it true the front right fender of your automobile 
-it had a dent in the front right fender of your automobile Y 
A. Yes, sir, it is bent. 
Q. Isn't it true that beginning with a point approximately 
a foot from the front of the car there was a long mark of 
blue? 
J 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And extending down some good distance, showing bl:ue 
off the Kittrell automobile? 
A. No, sir.· 
page 41 ~- Q. Isn't it true that within the last two or three 
· days or about a week someone painted itY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You saw it day before yesterday? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that time 'vaRn't there fresh paint on it covering 
the blue on the front fender of the automobile T 
A. There was no blue on there day before yesterday. 
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Q. Would you be surprised if you found some blue still 
under it where it was freshly painted 1 
A. I sure would. · 
· Q. So you say you were not struck anywhere ln the front 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The front fender of your car has not been painted; 
I mean just the edge of it extending over a little Y 
A. No, sir. 
{~. I ask you now if you want to change that because we 
shall ask the court to send the jury up there to view it. 
A. Send the jury up there. 
Q. Isn't it a fact your automobile was in an accident about 
30 days before this occ.urrence? 
A. Yes, sir; parked in front of my door while I was in the 
house. 
Q. Was it the rear part of your automobile that was in-
volved? 
A .. The left-hand rear fender and the left-hand rear wheel. 
Q. \Vas the front of your car involved in any 
page 42 ~ accident -within 30 days prior to the happening 
of this¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You had no occasion to paint over the edge of the fen-
der, the front fender, the right front fender? 
A. Larry l\foore painted all four fenders when he put a 
new one on when it was side swiped in front of my door. 
Q. 'Vere all four pajnted at the same time? 
A. Painted all fonr. 
Q. And that was about how long before this accident oc-
curred? 
A. That was somotin1e in October. I can't give you tlie 
date. 
(~. And this ac<'i dent was in December? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ~·fr. R.obinson, yon are still working at full pay over at 
the Yard at the smnCl oecupa tion, are you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you lwvCl been continuously since sometime in Jan~ 
uarv? 
.... (. Since the 28th of .January when I went back to work. : 
Q. Now, J\Ir. Hohin~on, isn't it tn1e that after striking that 
pole your c-ar, with two front 'vheels on the sidewalk, traveled 
sidewisP- skidding, and the right side of your automobile came 
in contact with a treef 
A. Yes, sir, but it was a grading ·on the street that extends 
over- about· ton· feet e,1eu flush with the sidewalk. 
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Q. That 'vas the point where the right side of your car 
came in contact with the tree? 
·page 43 ~ A.. Yes, sir. . 
Q. How far did the car imbed itself in the treeY 
A.. I judge three or probably three and a half inches, the 
pole. 
Q. You mean ihe tree had pushed the frame or chassis of 
your automobile three or three and a half inches in Y 
A. I said the pole, not the chassis. 
Q. vVas the chassis bent? 
A. The chassis was bent but I don't know how much. 
(~. That is the body of the automobile, is it not, the chassis Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the backbone of an automobile, the chassis Y 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Mr. Robinson, your car now is just as it was after the 
accident? 
A. As far as I know. 
Q. You have ordered no repairs and no paint of any kind Y 
A. No, sir, haven't ordered anybody to touch the car. 
Q. You carried it up there and it has been in the same place 
ever since, as far as you know Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how faf't were you going, Mr. Robin-
page 44 ~ son f 
A. Just a little over 25 when I blew to pass 
him, so as to pass him. 
Q. .A clear night, was itT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The light shown well down Fourth Street, and Fourth 
Street is straight, of course, at that point¥ 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
By a ~Juror: 
Q. }.-!r. Robinson, I want to ask you a question. You say 
yon live on \V ashington Street? 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. North or south f 
A. The south part of Washington Street. 
Q. Live on the-
A. On the south side of Race Avenue. 
Q. You went down Fourth Street. What streets were you 
in the habit of turning off! 
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A.. Harrison. Street. 
Q. Went do,vn Harrison Street about three blocks north 
and turned around and went north7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was the usual wayY 
A. Yes, sir, to Washington. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 45 ~ By Mr. Rangel: 
Q. You were going more than 25 miles an hour, 
·were you f 
A. Verv little. 
Q. W otild you say about 28? 
A. No, sir, not that mueh. 
Q. 25%? 
A. Just about, just somewhere between that and 26. 
Q. How do you judge it to be 25¥2 or 267 
.A .. Because there was very little bit of pressure put on 
the accelerator. · 
Q. And that was for the purpose of speeding up Y 
A. Sir? . 
Q. That was for the purpose of speeding upY· 
A. Yes, enough to clear the man; that is all. 
Q. And that pressure was being applied at the time of the 
huppeuing of the accident f 
A. No, sir; it 'vas just before he hit me. 
Q. But it had been applied and kept on Y 
.A. Applied it just before he hit me. Of course, I kept about · 
that same speed until I 'vas hit. 
Q. So of necessity he was going a great deal less than 25 
miles an hour f 
A. I can't answer how much he was going. I can't answer 
t:hat. 
l~y Mr. Gil1nan: 
Q. You lost complete control of the car after he hit you, I 
. understood you to say Y 
page 46} A. Yes, sir. 
DA \TID ODOM, 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
F~xamined bv 1\.fr. Cuthriell: 
Q. What is your name: please? 
A. David Odom. 
Q. What is your business, Mr. Odomf 
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A. I work at Larry Moore's, Incorporated . 
. Q. YotL do whatY 
A· .. Assistant service man. 
Q. Are you familiar with the repair of automobiles T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long. have you been in that business Y 
A. About ten years. 
Q. Do you know anything about the car owned by Mr. 
Robinson? · 
A.. Nothing more than it is a wreck. 
Q. 'V ere you familiar with the car f Did you see it before 
that 'vreck T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you estimated what it would take to put that car 
in running order at this timeT 
.page 47 ~ A. ~Yes, :;ir. 
J l Q. Ho'v 1nuch ·z A. $223.60. Q. \Vhat is the 'condition of the car nowY What is the 
value of the car as it stands now1 
A. I would say it is nothing more than junk now, $5.00. 
Q. How long has that car been under yo~r constant obser-
vation? 
A. For the past seven months. 
Q. Have any repairs or any paint work or anything been 
done to that car from that day until this Y 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMNATION. 
By 1\{r. McM urran : 
Q. If there 'vere any repairs made, they were made with-
·Out your knowledge or consent Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If any paint was put on the car you don't know about it Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You are never in the shop all dayf 
A. No, sir:. 
Q. How far has that car been driven Y 
A. The ~peedometer reading-I don't know. 
Q. What.Y 
. ' A. You mean what the speedometer reading of 
page 48 ~ is7 
A. Now? 
Q. Yes. 
Q. Yes. 
l\.. I could not say. 
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RE-DIRECT EXilfiNATION. 
By .Jllr. Uuthriell: 
Q. Would you have known if the car had been painted by 
anyone¥ 
~fr. 1\-Iclvfurran: TLut is au improper question. He is 
not there all the time. 
:Nir. Outhriell: I will qualify it. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Do you work there ·at night Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long do you work there during the day? 
.A. Say from eight o'clock in the morning until around 7:30 
at night. 
Q. You don't "rateh constantly to see who goes unpstairs Y 
1\. I could not ~my I do. I iun upstairs and downstairs, 
too. 
Bv Mr. Outhriell: 
·Q. You could tell if this car had been freshly painted any-
where, could you? 
A. I believe I could. 
page 49} LARRY MOORE, 
lows: · 
sworn on . behalf of the plaintiff, testified as fol-
Examined bv ~Ir. Gilman: 
Q. State your name. 
A. Larry ::Moore. 
Q. What is your business Y 
A. Automobile business. 
Q. How long have you been in the· automobile business? 
A. I have been in the automobile business in Portsmouth 
about 12 or 14 years. 
Q. Do you sell and repair automobiles both? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1\fr. l\1oorc, do vou know Mr. Robinson 7 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. The plaintiff? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know his automobile? 
A. Yes, sir~ 
Q. I believe it is stored in your shpp now? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Since the accident of December 5th, since it was placed 
in your shop, have any repairs of any kind been made, or 
any part of the fenders been painted, or has anything been 
done to the car that you know off 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It is right there open in the shop and· any-
page 50 ~ body can see it 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is not hidden away¥ 
A. No, sir. Just as it was when it first came in. 
Q. I believe you did some work on the car sometime last 
fall before this accident Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Tell the jury what you did to the car before this last 
accident. 
A. From my record I will. I have got the ticket here that 
was made when the car was repaired; J. C. Robinson, dated 
11/10/31. Repair wreck, $59.75; total repair, $31.40, total 
parts, $28.35, totalling $59.75. The parts used was one rear 
fender, $6.00, one taillight, $2.40, one 550-19 Goodyear tire, 
$12.15, one tube $2.50, one wheel $5.00_ 
Q. You put on one ·new fender? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether the other fenders were painted, 
or not, the other three 1 
A. I don't think they were. I don't recall it. 
Q. Is the man at your place who did the work? You didn't 
actually do it yourself? 
A. No, sir . 
. Q. Do you know whether he is available, or not Y 
A. No, sir, he is not. 
page 51 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. When was Mr. Robinson up there last at your place! 
A. He was up there either the latter part of the week or 
the early part of this week. 
Q. Recently¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he go upstairs? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What was his occasion for coming theref 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Did he go upstairs alone Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was he with f 
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.A. I took him upstairs and I went in the paint shop and I 
was up there about five minutes. 
Q. Five minutes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When he was there you don't know what he was doing 
while you were in the paint shop T 
A.. The paint shop is diagonally across the upstairs floor 
from the-
Q'. Did you pay any attention to what he was doing? 
A. Not particularly. 
Q. I believe this morning Mr. Bangel, Mr. Kit-
page 52 ~ trell and his son and myself came up and looked 
at the car7 · 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the car in the same condition now as it was when we 
looked at it Y Ha·s it been touched since we looked at it this 
morning? 
A. Absolutely not that I know of. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. From his question there is an inference that Mr. Rob-
inson got a bucket of paint and a brush and touched it up, the 
fender, and did all of that in the five minutes yon were up 
there. 
A. He did not. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. What was the date you repaired this cart 
A. 11/6--December lOth. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
·Q. November, you mean7 
A. November, yes. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Did that involve the painting of any fenders? 
A. There is no statement on here about painting the fen-
ders. We replaced one new fender. 
Q. Did you paint any of the rest of them f 
A. I don't remember. I can't say. I don't know. There 
is no charge on here for it. 
page 53 ~ By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. This damage here is to the right fender and 
tire and wheel. Which was it 7 
A. On the left rear. 
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Q. The left rear Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
-
Mr. Gilman: We rest for the time being. 
Mr. Bangel: Will your Honor send the jury up to Larry 
Moore's to view the automobile while we make a: motion 7 
The Court: I don't see .any need of that. 
Mr. Rangel: It is quite essential in view of the defense 
of J.\{r.' Kittrell, that they view the automobile which Mr .. 
Robinson says is in the same condition today· as it was im-
mediately follo"ring the accident .. 
The Court: Suppose they did have a dab of paint on the 
fender, what does it mean? · 
~{r. Bangel: Considerable as far as our defense is con-
cerned. ·vv e contend the front right fender of his automo- -
bile showed clearly the blue paint off the l{ittrell 
page 54~ automobile. He says it does not. We contend 
that there has been an attempt between the last 
trial and this trial to conceal the paint on that car. Our 
position is it was done here recently and we feel the jury 
sbould, in justice to the parties, go there and ·view the au-
tomobile. We submit that it is proper and should be done 
while we are making our motion to strike out the plaintiff's 
evidence. 
The Court: We will see about that a little later. Go ahead. 
·Mr. Bangel: Will your Honor excuse the jury while we 
make a motion f · 
I. 
Note : The jury thereupon retired. 
Mr. Rangel: Now, if yol.1r Honor pleases, we move to strike 
out the plaintiff's evidence on the ground that under the 
plaintiff's own evidence he is guilty of contributory negli-
gence as a matter of law. I don't happen. to have the Code 
here, but I have the reference to the Code and the language 
of the Code. If your Honor is in doubt as to the phraseology 
of the .Act in this connection we will send for it. It is Acts 
.of 1932, page 650, the Acts which control and govern the op-
eration of automobiles. Section 2154, sub-section 
page 55 ~ 109, provides as follows: It says that it shall be 
prima facie reckless driving and a violation of the 
law for automobiles to pass other vehicles going in the same 
direction while crossing an intersection, or while pedestrians 
are passing or about to pass in front of either of such ve- . 
hicles, and again-! don't happen to have the other sub-sec-
tion, but I will send for it in a moment. The plaintiff in this 
case has testified that he \Vas attempting to pass an automo-
I -
I 
I , 
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bile, not as he ·was approaching the intersection, but in the 
intersection. He said he was about two blocks south of· Lin-
coln Street when he rirst saw the automobile of the defend-
ant, that that car was approximately one-half block ahead of 
hin1, that he follo·wed that automobile qr vehicle, and traveled 
parallel, so he stated, to the car, that his automobile blew two 
or three tin1es and when the cars were in the intersection or 
about to enter the intersection he put forth a certain amount 
of pressure on his accelerator causing his car to travel slig·htly 
faster, and that the accident happened in the intersection 
when he was passing a car in the intersection, and that is in 
violation of the crhninnl laws of the State and unquestionably 
negligence. 'l'his man had no rig·ht to pass at an 
page 56 ~ intersection and he had no right to try to pass at 
or in an intersection, and ·when he undertakes to 
do that he is guilty of the rankest kind of negligence, and 
under his own evidence he has certainly shown that he at-
tempted to pass while both cars w-ere in the intersection, and 
we subn1it that under that section and under his own evi-
dence he is guilty of negligence as a matter of law. I will 
read the section to your Honor, or two of them. The Sec-
tion is 62 of the ].fotor Vehicle Code, found in the Acts of 
1932 at page 650: ''Reckless driving within the meaning. of 
this section shall be deemed to include the following offenses, 
which are expressly prohibited: Passing other vehicles go-
-./ing in the smne direction 'vhile crossing an intersection, or 
while pedestrians are passing or about to pass in front of 
either of such vehicles.'' .. 
That is the one which we are relying on. 
].fr. Gilman: If your Ifonor pleases, I submit the ques-
tion of contributory neg-ligence is purely a jury question~ 
and there is sufficient evidence here to go to a jury .... We 
have numbers and nnn1hers of cases decided by our Court 
of Appeals holding· that violation of the criminal sections 
of the Code as to the operation of automobileR 
page 57 ~ n1ig-ht not he negligence in that particular case. It 
is neg·ligence to drive to the left of the center of 
the road or street, which might not be the proximate cause 
of a:n accident and would not be negligence so far as the 
case at bar is concerned. Our Court of Appeals has said 
that the lower court ~l1ould be reluctant in striking out the 
evidence unl~ss the plaintiff has no case for the reason there 
Hhou1d be so1ne finality to litigation. · The same matter can 
br, ill'p:ued on a motion for a new trial if we arc fortunate 
enoug·h to· g·et a verdict, and I think the matter of negligence 
of the defendant and contributory negligence of the plaintiff 
::rre jury n1atters in this case. 
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he Court: It is unquestionably negligence to undertake 
pass another car in an intersection, but that negligence 
nnght not necessarily be the proxin1ate cause of the dam-
ages. ·For instance, if one car undertakes to pass another 
one at an intersection and the one on the right seeing the 
one on his left and being conscious of the fact that if he 
pulled around suddenly to the ·left he would bring his car 
in collision with the other, it would be a modification of that 
principle, I think, which would justify leaving the 
page 58 ~ question of the concurring negligence or proximate 
negligence to the jury. That point is a close one 
and may be a meritorious one under the evidence so far, but 
we haven't had the evidence of the defendant, so we will hea.r 
the defendant's evidence in order to see whether or not it 
would militate in any way against the claim you have at this 
time. For the present I will overrule the motion. 
Mr. Bangel: To·which action of the court we except for 
the reason that we submit the plaintiff is guilty of concurring-
or contributory neg·ligence and he is not entitled to re-
cover. 
The Court: No person has a right to drive his car into 
another willfully. We don't know what the other evidence 
is _going to be. 
Mr. Bangel: Will your Honor instruct the jury to go out 
and view the automobile? We submit we have a right for · 
the jury to go there and view the automobile which is in-
·volved in this accident. 
The Court : By themselves Y 
1\fr. Bangel: No, sir, with the Sheriff. 
The Court: It involves some expense and will cause a lit-
tle delay. 
. . Mr. Bangel: We will furnish cars for the Sheriff 
page 59 ~ to drive. We feel the jury should get the benefit 
of whether there was any fresh paint there. 
The Court: It seems to me that if the jury go out there 
counsel ought to go. 
Mr. Bange I : We will be ·willing to go along. 
The Court: Yon don't know but what they might under-
take to discuss the matter. If thev were to confine them-
selves simply to looking at the car" without remarks among 
themselves upon what they see, it would be proper. 
Mr. Bangel: There was a non-suit in this case 'before. 
The court struck out the evidence then of the plaintiff, at the 
former trial, and they took a non-suit before the jury 're-
tired. We feel that they certainly should get a view of the 
automobile. · 
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Mr. Gilman: What has a non-suit got to do with a view 
by the jury? 
lvir. Bange!: We have had ev:idence as to the condition of 
the car, and we will show there has been quite a change in 
the automobile, and we feel they should see it. Our conten-
tion is that the car has been tampered with in the last few 
days and we feel the jury ought to see it. 
The Court : You haven't introduced any evi-
page 60 ~ dence to show it has been tampered with. 
1\fr. Bange!: No, but we are asking the court-
The Court: You have introduced quite a lot of evidence 
that it has not been, so there is no controverted testimony 
yet. 
~fr. Bangel: vVe feel they should view it and we will pay 
for the expense of it. 
The Court: If counsel have no objection to it I would not 
object to the jury g·oing and looking at it. 
1\fr. Gilman: We don't consent. We are not waiving any 
rights. We don't think the jury ought to take evidence out-
side of the court. If the court wants to adjourn and go down 
and ·hold court in this garage it is different, but 'to send the 
jury off to take evidence is improper. 
The Court : Go ahead and we will see what the defense has 
before we decide on that. 
Note : The jury return. 
E. T. FA.CENDA, page 61} 
follows: 
sworn on behalf of the defendants, testified as 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your name, please. 
A. E. T. Facenda. 
(~. You are a member of the Portsmouth Police Depart-
ment, are you not, Mr. Facenda? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go to Fourth and Lincoln Stree~s where ~n ac-
cident occurred between automobiles owned by Mr.- K1ttrell 
and Mr. Robinson Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How soon after the accident did you arrive? , 
A. Well, I was upstairs in the bedroom at my house about 
a quarter of a block froUJ. where the accident happened and 
when I heard the crash I just slipped on my coat and a pair 
of trousers a,.nd shoes and went down there. 
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Q. When you arrived there did you see the two automo-
biles? · 
A. Yes. 
. · Q. Is this a diagram drawn by you as to the location of 
the accident and where you found the two automobiles¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does this diagram as drawn by you indicate the loca-
tion of the two automobiles when you arrived¥ · 
A. Here is where the automobiles were. 
Q. Come down here and show it to the jury. 
page 62 r A. This is supposed to be Mr. Kittrell's car 
here. That is facing north on Fourth Street, and 
this is 1\{r. Robinson's automobile, the two front wheels up 
on the curbing right side of this tree. 1 
Q. No,v, Mr. Facenda, the car that you indicated which is 
supposed to be the l{ittrell car, that is the car you have fac-
ing in a-
Mr. Gilman: Let him testify as to how it is facing. 
By Mr. Bailgel: 
Q. Is that the position you want to put it in (indicating)¥ 
~- Yes, sir. It was close to the northwest corner of Lin-
coln and Fourth. 
Q. North of the center and west of the center of that in-
tersection Y · 
A. It was north of the center of the street, yes. 
Q. And ·west of the center of the street f · 
A. Yes, close to both. . 
Q. Beyond the corner you have marked "Pole". Which 
is the pole on that cornerY 
A. Yes, sir, there is a pole on that corner. 
Q. After leaving the corner there is a car up against what 
is marked tree? ' 
A. A tree there. 
Q. Were there any marks there to· indicate whether the 
. automobile owned by 1\fr. Robinson had g-otten 
page 63 ~ on the sidewalk? 
· · A; I didn't notice anything on the sidewalk. 
Q. Was there any mark .on the pole? 
A. Yes, sir, there was a mark on the pole. 
Q. That mark, did it indicate what had happened? 
A-. It looked like it was struck by the rear wheel from the 
dent on the pole . 
. . Q. What did the automobile do from the marks, if any-
thing? 
A. What I believe it done-· 
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Q. No, but what you saw according to the marks, the skid 
marks, if any? 
A. vVhat I saw it must have done, ~t went up agai~st the 
tree. 
Q. You mean after leaving the pole? 
A. After leaving the pole. 
Q. How many feet is there between that pole and the tree! 
A. Mr. Kittrell and I measured it with a tape measure, 26 
feet. 
Q. Did it indicate whether the automobile traveled side-
wise, or not, 26 feet Y 
A. I don't know. 
Q. How far was that automobile imbedded in the tree 7 
A. Jammed right close to the tree. 
1\fr. Bange!: We offer this in evidence as "Exhibit 4". 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. ~Ir .. Facenda, the left front window of the 
page .64 ~ automobile driven by Mr. Kittrell was down, was 
it notY · 
A. I believe it was. It was when I got to the car. I ain 
sure it was. 
Q. When I say down, it was open Y · 
A. Yes. 
Q. What color is l\fr. Kittrell's· automobile? 
A. I tl1ink it was blue. 
Q. What color was l\Ir. Robinson's automobile? 
A. I believe black with-black or red, and wire wheels. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. 1\ifr. Facenda, you don't know whether the window was 
up or do"rn 1 
A. Not at the time of the accident, but I know when I ar-
rived it was down. 
Q. Are you positive of that 7 
A. Almost positive of that. 
Q. Or is it just a g·uess 7 
A. No. I am pretty sure the window was down. 
By the Court: 
Q. What window are you talking about? 
A. The driver's side on the lefthand front. 
Q. Of what carY 
A. Kittrell's car. 
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page 65 ~ By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. I ask you if this question 'vas asked and if 
this w~s your answer on April 22nd : ''Did you notice the 
windows of the Kittrell car 1 ( .L~) I can't say positively 
whether I did, or not, but I believe the windo'v was down.'' 
A. It is the same thing I said now. 
Q. So you are not certain? · 
A. No. 
Q. That was after the accident? 
A. After the accident, yes. 
Q. You, of course, don't know anything about the window 
before and at the time of the accident T 
A. No. 
Q. you say you went down there with the defendant to 
make some measurements f 
A. Yes. I don't know how soon it was, but I think it was 
a day or two later, something like that, that ~ir .. Kittrell 
come to my house and we went down there to see. He wanted 
to soo exactly where the accident happened. 
Q. Will you come down here and place the cars on this 
board representing the intersection of Fourth Street and 
Lincoln Y This is north. 
A. This ·is north Y 
Q. That is north going down here. It is north going down 
here (indicating). · 
A. This is north, south, this is west and this is east f 
Q. Yes. 
page 66 ~ A. This is the northwest corner here" 
Q. Yes. 
A. Mr. Kittrell's car was just about like this and Mr. Rob-
inson's car was about like this, over here (indicating on dia-
gram). 
Q. That is the northwest corner? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: That is the northeast, isn't it f 
:N[r. 1\fcMurran: That is the northwest. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. You have the Kittrell car pointing north, v.ery close to 
the northwest corner. 
A. The northwest corner. 
By the Court : 
Q. That is the position of the cars after the accident f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Both cars f 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Bange!: 
Q. Mr. Kittrell's car was 10 or 12 feet from that corner; 
is that correct? 
A.. About that. I don't remember exactly, but around 
about that distance. 
By Mr. Gilman! · 
Q. How far did you say the Kittrell car was from the north-
west corner f 
page 67 ~ A. Around about 10, or 8 or 10 feet, something 
· like that. 
Q. You 'vanted to arrest that boy that night, didn't you f 
A. I wanted to arrest him if Mr. Robinson wanted him ar-
rested, but ~ir. Robinson didn't want him arrested. 
Q. ~ir. Robinson was carried to the hospital? 
A. Yes. We had a little time .carrying him, but we made 
him go anyway. 
~Ir. Bangel: We move to strike that out as being hearsay, 
the conversation he had with Mr. Robinson as to the arrest. 
~{r. Gilman: Anything the parties say is hearsay? 
1\{r. Bangel: Not if they were both present. 
Mr. Gilman: They were ·both right there at the accident. 
The Court : Let it go as it is. 
1\{r. Bangel: We except to your Honor's not striking it 
out. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Mr. Facenda, you talked to Mr. Robinson and Mr. Kit-
trell that night, did you not 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the scene of the accident! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 68 ~ Q. What did 1\{r. Robinson say to yon, if any-
thing, about passing that automobile at the inter-
' /ection? V .. A. The best I can remember, Mr. Robinson said he blew 
his horn and didn't see Mr. Kittrell put his hand out. 
Q. State whether or not he said he attempted to pass him 
at the intersection. 
A. He said he attempted to pass him. 
Q. In the intersection? 
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A. Blew his horn and attempted to pass. 
Q. And that is at the intersection he spoke of. 
Mr. Gilman: It is your witness. I object to the manner 
in which he is asking the question. 
The Court: Hold on a minute. I don't see anything ob-
jectionable in the question. He simply asked him if that was 
in the intersection, to which he has referred. 
Mr. Gilman: He adds that to his answer, "And that was 
at the intersection". He has no right to do that. 
The Court: Ask him specifically whether it was in the in-
tersection. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. I ask you whether that 'vas in the inte.rsection. 
A. I don't know where it was at. I 'vas not there. 
Q. I mean with reference to your conversation 
page 69 ~ with Mr. Robinson~ 
A. Mr. Robinson said he attempted to pass and 
blew his horn. 
By the Court: 
Q. Did he say where he attempted to pass him, just before 
he got to the corner, or where~ Did he say where he was 
when he was in the act of passing 7 , 
A. I can't remember, Judge, because I was so interested in 
getting Mr. Robinson to the hospital. Ife claimed to be hurt 
in his hand and back. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Was the boy present when that statement was made f 
A. Yes, sir; he stayed there. . · 
Q. Did he deny what Mr. Robinson saidY 
·A. He didn't at ihat time, no. 
Q. You heard him make those statements? 
A. He said-the boy did say he put .his hand out. That 
is the only thing he did say. 
Mr. Bangel: Before we put our other witnesses on, we 
have a 'vitness here whom I didn't know had been in the 
court room, and it is ~{r. Kittrell's 'vife. She 
page 70 ~ knows nothing about the accident, and we would 
like to ask her some questions about the condition 
of· the automobile. 
The Court: Put her on now. 
Mr. Gilman: Why was she not sent out~ 
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J\IIr. Bangel: I didn't know she was in the court room until 
just now. 
Mr. Gilman: It was upon your-motion the witnesses were 
excluded. 
MRS. VIRGINIA ALICE KITTRELL, 
sworn on behalf of the defendants, testified as follows: 
E~amined by Mr. Ban gel: 
Q. State . your name, please. 
A. Virginia Alice I{ittrell. · 
Q. Mrs. Kittrell, you are the wife of Mr. G. B. Kittrell, 
one of the defendants, and the mother of the other Y 
A. I am. 
Q. Did you see the accident Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. After the accident did you go to Larry Moore's place 
of business on High Street? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 71 ~ Q. Did you at that time see. the automobile 
· owned and operated by 1\fr. Robinson? ...,.. 
A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. I ask you, if you will, to describe to the jury what marks, 
if any, ._you found on the automobile and particularly with 
reference to any paint that was foreign to its color. 
A. On this fender rig·ht on Mr. Robinson's car there was 
a blue streak of paint starting about right here, just about 
that far on the car, .iust on this fender o£ M~r. Robinson's 
car. The mecha,nic and Ivfr. Moore told me it was Mr. Robin-
son's car. 
Mr. Gilman: I object to any statements made by anybody 
else. 
The Court: Don't tell what they said. 
Bv Mr. Bangel: 
"o. \Vas the car that vou examined a Chevrolet? 
A. 1res, sir. · 
Q. Was it damag·ed on the right and left sides? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was the front, the right front, fender damaged f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr.· Gilman: Your Honor, I stili object to the form of th~ 
questions. 
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By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. I will ask you whether or not the fender was damaged. 
page 72 ~ ~Ir. Gilman: That does not correct it. 
The Court: Answer the question. 
Mr. Gilman: We except to the court's ruling. 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
.Q. The mark you have indicated was on the right front fen-
der! Can I illustrate it so that we can put it in the record Y 
A. About right from here, just about this far, a streak of 
blue paint. 
Mr. Bangel: She has indicated a point approximately 
parallel with the right front fender behind or parallel with 
the radiator, and extending down about half-way that fender 
to the runningboard. 
By Mr. Bangel:. 
Q. You haven't seen the automobile since then, have you T 
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. You weren't with us this morning¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What was the color of 1\fr. l{ittrell's automobile? 
A. Blue. 
Q. What color paint did you find on the front fender T 
A. Blue. 
Q. What is the color of Mr. Robinson's automobilef 
A. A dark car, I would say black. 
page 73 ~ CROSS EXA1\1IN.A.TION. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Mrs. Kittrell, is your car a dark blue or light blue Y 
A. It is very much the shade of this little car right here. 
I would call it a medium blue. It is very much the same 
color. 
Q. And you found paint, a blue streak of paint, running 
around the rear of the right fender? 
A. Not around the whole fender. 
Q. How much of itT 
A. Started a little ways back from the front, I would say 
just about this far back (indicating). , 
Q. About four inches on top of the fenderf 
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A. Maybe six inches, and back down the side of the fender 
just a little over half-way. 
Q. Around the rim 7 
A. Right against the fender like that. 
Q. The outside edgef ... 
A. The outside edge. 
Q. And that blue streak was about how wide? 
... ~. Probably it was a half inch. 
Q. A half inch, maybe a little wider? It was about the 
width of two fingers 7 
A. No. It was not one solid streak of blue, but in little 
places. 
Q. On the rim of the fender. 
A. Right down the side of the fender. 
page 7 4 ~ Q. But on a part of the rimY 
A. No, a little past the rim. 
Q. Near the top 7 
A. Between the top of the rim-I would say about on the 
roll. 
Q.- What kind of automobile is this Hudson? 
A. A blue Hudson. 
Q. How old is it? 
A. I think it will be four years old this December. 
Q. Why did you go down there 1 
A. I went to look at the car and to see the damage which 
happened in the accident. 
Q. With whom 7 
A. The mechanic up there at Mr. Moore's, and Mr. Hunt' 
went up there. 
Q. What Hunt! 
A. Mr. P. R. Hunt .. 
Q. B. R.Y 
A. P.R. 
Q. Anybody else? 
A .. A young fellow named Charles Cohen and Mr. Kittrell. 
Q. Your husband? 
A. Yes, and my boy, Vernon, and there was one other. 
Let's see who it was-two others, Charlie Williams, a boy 
that works forT. 0. Williams who comes to the store, and a 
Tuttle boy. We got in the car at the store and 
page 75 } went to Moore's to see it. 
The Court: Gentlemen, we are going to adjourn for lunch. 
During your absence from the court don't talk about this-
case ·and don't allow anyone to talk to you about it, and 
come back at a quarter past two. · 
1\!r. B'angel: We would like to have the jury see the car. 
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The Court : I can't make them divide their lunch hour for 
that. 
Thereupon, at one-fifteen P. M., a recess was taken to two-
fifteen P. M. 
page 76 ~ AFTERNOON SESSION .. 
Met at close of recess. 
Present: Same parties as heretofore noted. 
ALLAN CARR, 
sworn on behalf of the defendants, testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. McMurran: 
Q. You were appointed as guardian .ad litem to defend the 
interests of the infant defendant in this suit? 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. At lunch time did you· go out and look at Mr. Robinson's 
car in Larry Moore's place? 
A. I looked at a Chevrolet sedan. 
Q. One pointed out to you as being his car? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Did you examine particularly the right front fender of 
his car? 
A. I did. 
Q. What, if any, marks did you see with reference to dif-
ferent kinds of paint. 
A. There were two shades of black paint on it, but not 
newly painted. Going around the rim of the fen-
page 77 ~ der there were unmistalrable signs of blue paint. 
Q. Did you ride out there in Mr. Kittrell's carY 
A. I did. 
Q. You saw the color of his automobile f 
A. Yes. 
Q. I want you to tell the jury if the color of the paint on 
that car was the same as the paint on Mr. Kittrell's car. 
A. Yes. . 
Q'. Tell the jury what point that was-
A. This part of the fender is not scraped. It is in good 
shape. 
· Mr. Gilman: Say it so the stenog-rapher can get it. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
. -Q. How far from the front of the fender f 
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.A. I mean by that the very front part of the fender, the 
part that turns over the wheel, the foremost part. 
By the Court: 
Q. Which fender f 
A. The right front fender. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Where was the :firat injury to that fender, how far from 
the front? 
A. I would say at least a foot. 
Q. What was the condition of that. fender from there back 
to the running-board Y 
page 78 } · A. T·he fender, about a foot from its beginning; 
that is, over the wheel, is bent completely back 
and faces up right towards the radiator; that is, the side of 
the radiator, and where that fender is bent it looks like blue 
paint has been scraped into the fender. 
Q. Would you say there is a blue paint on that fender! 
A. In my opinion, I would say yes. 
Q. Did you use a flashlight on that car 7 
A. I didn't, but the mechanic held it. 
Q. It is in a rather dark room, isn't it? 
A. Rather dark. 
Q . .Can you say, Mr .. Carr, 'vhether or not that fender ap-
peared to have been cleaned at all at some pointY 
A. Been what 1 I could not say. 
Q. Wasn't there or was there a difference in the color of 
the black paint on tl1a.t fender? 
A. There was a difference . 
. . Q. '~at was that difference? 
A. I would sav there is a difference in that the coats of 
paint had been separate, I think, and looked like the outside 
paint had been more or less bleached by the sun, and looked 
like the original paint to me. 
Q. So a part of the fender apparently had been painted 
recently or appeared to be new paint on it 7 
A. Not to me. 
page 79 ~ By 1\fr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Not to youY 
A. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. .:l 
By 1vfr. Giln1an: 
Q. As a matter of caft, there was no new paint on it, was 
, there? · 
A. Not in my opinion, no. 
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Q. The fresh paint is where the enamel has been cracked 
off and this other coat looks fresh 1 
A. There is the steel gray, which is the original color of 
the fender, and then there is a black shining coat, and on 
top of that there is a dull coat. If you peel it you can see it. 
Q. When you peel off the top coat yon can see the otherT 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it has not been recently done? 
A. No. 
Q. You could have peeled it back and fo.und this fresh look-
. ing paint? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This blue· paint you spoke of was little spots in the 
crease? 
A. Yes, where the impact took place. 
Q. In the crease and indentation? 
A. Yes. 
page 80 ~ Q. You didn't find any on the surface or on topY 
A. No, only in the indentation. 
Q. And you didn't see any of the fresh looking black 
paintY 
A. No, because it was on top of the fender and part of it 
on the lateral side. 
Q. In the crease f 
A. Yes. I don't know whether it is convex or concave, but 
on top of that arch. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. McMurran: 
.. Q. You say the front part of the fender was not damaged f 
A. The front part is not damaged. It has a few scratches 
on the front. 
Q. No blue paint on the front part that is undamaged? 
.A.. No. 
Q·. The blue paint is on the damaged part of the fender f 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say that is the right front fenderf 
A. The right front fender. 
page 81 ~ P. R. HUNT, 
, sworn on behalf of the defendants, testified as fol-
lows: 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. State your name, please. 
A. P. R. Hunt. 
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Q. Mr. Hunt, what is your occupation 7 
A. AutomoBile .mechanic. 
Q. Were you last December employed at Larry Moore's, 
Incorporated Y 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. At the present time you are employed with what con-
cern? 
A. J. A. Parker. 
Q. Were you there the day on which the automobile which 
was operated by Mr. Robinson was brought there? · 
A. I was there the day the Chevrolet 'vas brought there. 
I didn't know who was the owner of the car. I didn't see 
him. 
Q. That is the automobile that is referred to as Mr. Rob-
inson's automobile, is it Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you describe the condition of the automobile? 
A. We had to put two jacks under it to get it on the eleva-
tor because we had to pull it on there, or cranked it, put two 
jacks on it to get it off the elevator to roll it around in there 
'vhere vou could see it. 
Q. Was there any paint other than the original color of 
the paint on the front right fender of the auto· 
page 82 } mobile? 
A. Yes, there was. 
Q. What is the color . of the Chevrolet automobile 7 
A. Black fenders with maroon body. 
Q. Did you know Mr. Kittrell's automobile 7 
Mr. Gilman: What was his answer to that last question? 
Mr. Bangel: Black fenders with maroon body. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. What kind of body? 
A. Maroon body. 
Q. Was it light or dark? 
A. It is hard to tell now. It has kind of faded out. 
Q. It looks like what color now, the bodyt 
A. I still call it maroon, not red. 
Q. The fenders are black? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I want you, if you will, to indicate with this automobile 
what damage, if any, was done to the right front fender of 
the Robinson automobile? 
A. This fender-it started in just about the fender bracket 
there, a little bit in front of the fender bracket, and come in 
here like this, back here, and took the imprint in that. part 
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of the car where he hit the tree, and this part is mashed, 
mashed this way in the runningboard, and comet on back here 
to the back fender, and I imagine about this way up from 
the runningboard, and there is another point of 
page 83 ~ blue paint in it there. This door is broke in here. 
and got blue paint on it, did have at the time. 
Q. When the car came in? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On ·the front fender where did you find the blue paint¥ 
A. It started right up here just about the fender bracket 
and reaches clear back here. I imagine about eight or ten 
inches from the back of the fender. 
Q. Was that blue paint paint that came on that fender? 
A. No, sir, I would not think so. 
Q. Did you go over there today and look at that automo-
bile? 
A. I certainly did. 
Q. Did it have blue paint beginning with the front bracket 
of the right front fender on it 7 
A. No, sir. It has been-part of it has been removed. 
Q. Are there still some parts of this blue paint on the 
front fender? 
A. Yes, a few places-! think a part of it there in a couple 
of places. 
Q. Can it be seen now with a flashlight put close to the 
feiiderY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say part of the blue paint has been removed near· 
the front bracket Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q'. I-I ow was that removed, could you notice? 
_page 84 ~ A. Well, it would really be hard to say outside 
of on the front of the fender part of it has been 
peeled off to the metal. The metal is dry and if it had been 
off as long as the car had been in there the metal would be 
rusty. 
Q. How would that be peeled Y 
A. Well, it might be from the contact of the two cars com-
ing together. You could take your finger and rub it off there, 
as far as that is concerned. -
Q. When you remove parts of it by peeling, does that take 
the 9lue- paint with it Y 
. A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What color would it leave the other paint; would it look 
fresh or dullY 
·A. It would make it look dull. Outside of the metal it 
look~ fresh,-like·somebody probably peeled it off two or three 
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or four days ago, something like that, but the other looks like 
it has been polished up, or something to me. 
Q. What do you mean by it still looks fresh 7 
A. What? 
Q. What did you mean by your statement that it still looked 
h~hl . 
A. I said if it had been off there any length of time, as 
long as the car has been there, the metal would be rusty. As 
it is now it is dry. 
Q. It looks like it has recently been polished? 
A. Looks like it has been recently taken off, yes, 
page 85 } sir. · 
Q. Is the front of the fender or the side of the 
fender the same today as it was when it was brought to that 
shop! 
A. No, don't look to me like it. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Gilman: 
· Q. Where did you say you worked I 
A. tT • .A. Parker's in Suffolk. 
Q. In Suffolk? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. You live in Su:ffolkY 
A. No, sir; live in Portsmouth. 
Q. Why did you leave Moore Y 
. A. I left lVIoore for 1nore money. 
Q. That is where you 'vent, to Suffolk? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you leave Moore's place 1 
A. .A little after Christmas. I think I worked with him 
nbout three months. · 
Q. And this car ·''ras carried in there when I 
A. Along in December sometime. I can't tell. you the ex-
act date. 
Q. After you left in December or about Christmas-
A. A little after Christmas. 
Q. When did you again go ba:ck and look at the car? 
A. Went back there the day this case was tried 
page 86 } before. 
Q. That is the first time.since you left there that 
YOU saw it? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you l1ave carried in your memory the different 
spots o.n that car and the manner in which it had been dam· 
aged although you have been continually repairing cars sincef 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your memory is so good that you now tell this court 
that this car has black f~nders and maroon body. Don't you 
know it is a black car and has never been rp.aroon T 
A. The body of the carY 
Q. The body of the car. 
A. Is blackY 
Q. Is black. 
A. I am color blind then. 
Q. I suspected that. 
Mr. McMurran: I object to that remark. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. You still contend that the fenders are black and the body 
is maroonf 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you say it looks as though some blue paint had 
been removed, it has been inferred by Mr. Bangel it has been 
freshly painted by streaks of black paint. Is that true! 
A. By streaks of black paint? 
Q·. Yes. Is there any fresh black paint on it? 
page 87 ~ A. No. I said it had been polished up. 
Q. I ask you if there was any fresh blacl{ paiul 
on that front fenderY 
A. I didn't see any. 
GEORGE B. KITTRELL, 
one of the defendants, being first duly sworn, testified as fol-
'lows: 
Examined by Mr. McMurran: 
Q. What is your name? 
A. George B. Kittrell. 
Q. You are one of the defendants in this action 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What business are you in Y 
A. Grocery store. 
Q'. Where is your place of business Y 
A. 1901 Elm A venue. 
Q. Have you an automobile T 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q. What kind of car is itt 
A. Hudson. 
Q. What model Y 
A. 1931. 
page 88 ~ Q. What color is that car, Mr. Kittrell T 
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A. It is blue. 
Q. Did your son have that car on the night of December 
5th1 ' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your son's name 7 
A. Vernon F. KittrelL 
Q. How old is he' 
A. 17. 
Q. You were not present with him when he had the acci-
dent? 
A. No. 
Q. When is the first you knew of that accident! 
A. The next day. 
Q. About what time, sometime in the morning? 
A. Yes, sometime in the morning; I don't know exactly. 
Q. Did you at that time see the automobile? 
A. Mine? 
Q. Your automobile 7 
A. Yes. 
/ 
Q .. What was the condition of your carY 
A. Had two little dents in the lefthand fender and the tire 
-it was on the lefthand side-in other words, the one on 
he· front wheel had a cut, like something had cut the side 
wall on it. 
Q. Has your automobile a bumper f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A front bumper Y 
page 89 } A. Yes, sir. 
. /~ Q. Was there any injury at all_ to that front 
V bumper? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there any injury to the front part of your left 
JenderY 
V A.No. 
Q. Was there any damage to any other part of your car 
other than shown on the sides of your fender Y 
A. Just that, and where it comes across-on the angle where 
it comes across the piece of aluminum that comes out at the 
foot of the fender was pulled down and sticks off, and just 
run down a ways, and that was broken. It was broken about 
that much off the end of it (indicating), and looked like some-
thing had scraped from there up to about that far on the 
fender, maybe six inches or something. There was one im-
pression there (indicating), one in here, looked like under the 
fender, about an inch Cleep, something like that, where it 
pushed in, like you take a hammer or something and hit it. 
Q. Was there any paint off that fender? . 
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.A. Paint naturally where it siid up along the car. Where 
it looked like it slided like that, the paint was off; and along 
here it showed where the paint was scraped down to the _ 
metal and.had gone off. 
Q. I hand you a picture and ask you if that shows the true 
condition of your car after the accident to the left 
page 90 } fender . 
. .A. That is it with the exception of this tire which 
was cut. 
Q. These are likewise similar pictures of it, are they not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they show all of the damage done to the fender~ 
A. That is all. ' 
Note: The photog-raphs were thereupon marked "Exhibit 
5", "Exhibit 6" and "Exhibit 7". 
Bv Mr. McMurran: 
"'Q. Now, Mr. Kittrell, did you go to the corner of Fourth 
and Lincoln Streets in the City and take a photograph of 
the northwest corner Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I hand you herewith a picture and ask you if t~at is a 
picture of the northwest side of the street Y ' 
.A. Y e~, sir. 
Q. Where is the pole located with reference to the inter-
. section of Lincoln and Fourth Street? 
A~ I judge it is-I measured from the curb line, not from 
the building line, ht~t from the curb line, and back about 18 
inches from the curb right on the intersection, of Lincoln 
· and Fourth. 
Note: The photograph last above referred was thereupon 
marked "Exhibit 8 ". 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Ho'v far is that tree from the pole Y 
A. It is 26 feet. Officer Facenda and myself 
page 91 ~ measured it. 
Q. What time was it that you went to the scene 
of this accident, Mr .. Kittrell Y · 
. A. Sometime in the morning. I could not say exactly what 
time. . . 
Q. Did you inspect th~ pole on the corner? 
A~ Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you find any injury to the. pole? 
A. It was split up, started, I ·reckon, from the ground, . a 
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little bit above the ground, and split. It looked like you went 
there with an axe and chopped in, and I reckon a third of 
the post down lo,ver was pushed over from the ground prac-
tically about an inch. You can go up there now and see it 
is still leaning north on Fourth Street, and the ground-at 
the ·time I went there the pole had been pushed over prac-
tically about an inch in the ground. 
Q. I want you to look at these two pictures of the pole, 
and I will ask you if you took those Y 
A. Yes~ sir, both, but this. does not give it really as bad as 
the pole is. It shows a hole in the ground. 
Q. I hand you a picture of the tree 26 feet from the cor-
ner. 
A. Yes,, sir. This is the tree and shows the particular 
place along here where the bark was off, and this cut is still 
visible on the tree. There is still a cut there showing where 
the runningboard or something-it might have been the frame 
of the car-but anyhow there is a cut all the way even past 
the sap line on the tree. 
page 92 ~ Note: The photographs last above referred to 
were thereupon marked "Exhibit 9'' and "Ex-
hibit 10". 
By Mr. ~Ic~Iurran: 
Q. Did you go up and look at J\fr. Robinson's. automobile Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhere did you see it? 
A. The same day, I think it was. 
Q. Where was it located Y 
A. Mr. :1\tioore's. 
Q. In reference to the righthand side of Mr. Robinson's 
car, what. was the condition of that side? 
A. I will take that back. It was not the same day, but 
about two days prior to the time that I went and looked and 
saw his car. 
Q. You mean tw.o days after the accident? 
A. Two days after the accident, yes, about two days after-
wards. 
Q. What was the condition of the righthand side of his 
car? 
A. Whose car? 
Q. Mr. Robinson's car. 
A. Well, the front fender on the righthand side was just 
about even with the radiator, I would say, maybe six or eight 
incl1es back. It starts-it started-a blue place on this fender · 
along here for a few inches, four or five inches, and on the 
. 
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side, and looked like some scratches on the front 
page 93 ~ door and just a smaH place or impression, scratch 
of blue paint, I think there, and then the rear of 
the fender, just in front of the wheel, had a little place of 
blue on it. 
Q. Was that blue the same shade as the blue from your 
carT 1· 
A. I would judge it to be. 
Q. Go ahead about the condition of the fender. 
A. Just up at the cowl here was a place-you see it there-· 
where it hit the tree. The bark was still in that side of the 
automobile the day we went up there. There was bark off 
the gum tree, and the running-board was turned up like that. 
I imagine it went in there three or four inches deep and it 
went into the car this way, and that cut in the tree and would 
throw it the height of the frame, that cut from the tree. 
Q. Have you since that time looked at 1\fr. Robinson's carT 
A. Yes, I saw it twice since then. 
Q. When were those times? 
A. The time before-! saw it three times-twice today and 
saw it the morning before the trial the otl1er time. 
Q. Were there blue paint marks still on the car since the 
time you first saw itT 
A. Yes. 
Q. This morning when you inspected the car, were the blue 
paint marks still there Y 
A. They were faint. You could see a little place along 
there, looking real close, and on the door yon could 
page 94 r see a little there (indicating). You could not de-
tect it unless yon inspected it real close. 
Q. Had the paint on Mr. Robinson's car, on the right fen-
der, been removed! 
A. Yes. There is more paint off the fender now than the 
;first time I saw it. 
Q. Are you speaking of black or blue paint? 
A. All of it. There is more metal showing than before, 
and not as much blue paint as was there before. Up to the 
other trial, the day we went up there, it was just as dusty 
as could be. I reckon the dust was as thick on top of the 
fenders as one of these pictures there. 
Q. What color is Mr. Robinson's car? 
A. It is kind of black, but the sun has bleached it. You 
can take the fenders and ail, and it is black. ·The sun has 
burned the color, and _it is so that you can peel off the top 
layer of paint. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Gilman: 
., Q. Did you peel any of the paint off 7 
A. No, I didn't. • 
Q. Did anybody with you peel any offJ 
A. I think one or two small pieces was pinched back off. 
Q. There were about 10 or 15 looking at it. If every one 
· pinched off a piece there was a lot pinched off. 
page 95 ~ A. When they went to peel it off somebody said, 
"Don't peel any of it off". 
Q. After it was offf 
A. No; I mean two little pieces peeled off. Mr. Moore was 
the man that done it. 
Q. Speaking of the pole being terribly damaged, don't you 
know it is dry rotted Y 
.A. No. 
Q. A small pole Y 
A. Small generator pole, I think it was. 
Q. Is it creosoted 7 
A. No. 
Q. The bark is rough on the tree Y 
A. There is a piece about the size-about twice the size· 
of your hand torn completely off to the sap. 
Q. Pretty good bark, is it Y 
A. Yes. The bark might have been an inch deep. 
Q. This is a picture of the tree and pole. From the pole 
going to the north is flush with the street there for 10 or 15 
feet, isn't it? 
A Eight or nine feet, I imagine. 
Q. The whole width of the sidewalk Y 
A. No, not the whole width of the sidewalk. 
Q. Did you measure it Y 
A. No, but I looked. 
Q. How much of it is? 
page 96 } A. I· didn't measure it, but I imagine somewhere 
between-it is not over ten foot. It is under ten 
foot. 
Q. Between eight and ten feet? 
A. I should say between eight and nine. 
(~. You have introduced several pictures of the automo-
bile here. Have you shown to us one of the front right 
side? 
A. No, sir. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McMurran: . 
Q. Have you got your automobile downstairs Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has it been repaired since the accident? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Has anything been done to the right side of the carY 
A. No. 
Q. What was repaired? 
A. Just the dents in the fender. 
Q. The lefthand side? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The next day after the accident, Mr. I{ittrell, did you 
see any skid marks showing up on the street? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were those skid marks? 
A. They showed at just the intersection or what I would 
say was the center of the Fourth Street, going 
page 97 ~ into them. There were four skid marks about four 
feet long; that is, about 12 foot out from the curb 
on Fourth Street, just-like a person put brakes on, you see, 
and showed all four wheels because it was kind of on a slant, 
and it showed all four wheels, and the front part had slided 
and had gone into this sideways; in other words, made a 
black mark continuing four inches sideways. 
Q. Yon sa.y sideways. In which direction did those marks 
apparently run Y 
A. They run-I could not hardly tell you. 
Q. From northwe~t to southeast~ 
A. They didn't-in other 'vords, didn't run parallel with 
Fourth Street. They run more-in other words, I reckon 
not quite a 45. 
Q. I want you to indicate them. Come down here and 
show--come down here so the jury can see where the skid 
marks were and how they appeared. This is north. 
A. This is going north. 
Q. That is right. 
Mr. Gilman: You have g·ot Fourth Street half as wide as 
Lincoln, and the contrary is true. 
The Witness: That is wider. 
By 1\fr. ~fcMurran: 
Q. What is the widtl1 of Fourth StreetY 
A. I reckon it is close to 60 feet. These imprints were 
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made here (indicating). That is to represent-
page 98 } this street, of ~ourse-in other words, this street 
s·hould be wider. Fourth Street should be wider 
because I am putting them in that distance, but we can put it 
ever closer to the car. 
Q. Let's draw a diagram. 
A. Make Fourth Street wider. It is not quite twice as wide 
as Lincoln is. · 
Q. I believe we have g·ot Fourth Street a little wider now. 
A. This place in here-here is about where the center of 
the street was. 
Q. For the sake of the record, about how far from the cen-
ter were they' 
A. This was shown a little further in here than this, and 
this here comes into the building line. In other words, this is 
the curb line and this is the building line. This front end 
showed a mark .about four inches where it looked like the 
front. In other words it skidded; as if the front had skidded 
over the road. 
Q. Are there any skid marks from that point which y9u say 
was about 12 feet? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. From this curb line Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. South of the curb line? 
A. This was not-to this last one up here is 12 feet, and 
this one up here was 1.2 feet, or whatever the measurement 
calls for. This was outside of this one and the 
page 99 ~ hack end of the car here. 
Q. Did you see any skid marks on the side-
walkf 
A. None, only here, about maybe along in here, after it 
got off this A'racle, you could see 'vhere the tires were right 
up pretty close to-maybe two foot away from the curb and 
looked like an impression-looked like something slid. I don't 
know whether it was the rim, or not, but was not burned 
rubber. It didn't show up like a black mark where brakes 
was put on. In other words, it was· taken up more than on 
the street side. It 'VaH just about 'vhere you walk on the 
street. It started here. I didn't see anything on the side-
walk becanse it is brid{, and I judge it is-I don't know 
whether it w·as from his tire. The rear tire was flat, and 
this mark was wider. It was somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of five inches, five or six in~hes wide. 
Q. That brake mark? 
A. The brake mark on that side. 
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VERNON F. l(ITTRELL, 
one of the defendants, being first duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Your name is Vernon F. l(ittrell Y 
page 100 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ho'v old are you, Vernon Y 
A. 17. 
Q. You live with your parents? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were operating the automobile the night on which 
this accident occurred T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where had you come from Y 
A. Sir? 
Q. Where had you come from? 
A. I had just dropped a boy friend of mine off at Cook's 
lockers. He was going home. 
Q. You 1vere traveling in what direction on what street? 
A. Going north on Fourth Street. 
Q. I wish you would tell the jury in your own way just 
what happened. · 
A. Well, I was about 75 foot from Lincoln and I looked in 
my mirror and I saw a car's light behind me, and it seemed 
to me about a block behind and I put out my hand for a sig-
nal for a lefthand turn, and- I had turned in the corner, and 
I got-just as I got in Lincoln Street is 'vhen I noticed the 
lights glaring in my eyes, right at my back, and then I no-
ticed the Iig·hts and the fellow tooted his horn a couple of 
times, and when he did it seemed I saw his Tights, and I heard 
his horn, and I pulled hard to the right and his car struck 
me in my lefthand front and kind of skidded and 
page 101 ~ bit up against the pole and 'vent sidewise and hit 
the tree. 
Q·. Did he stop or did the tree stop him? 
A. The tree stopped him. 
Q. You say that the car was approximately a block from 
you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you were 75 feet of the corner? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it at that time you extended your hand indicating 
a lefthand turn T 
A. Yes, just as soon as I looked in the mirror. 
Q .. Had you completed your lefthand turn on Fourth Street 
at the time? 
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A. Not quite through. I was yery near in Lincoln Street, 
but not quite. 
Q. Your car· then was facing in a westerly direction. 
Mr. Gilman: Let him testify. 
A. Facing sort of northwesterly. 
By Mr. Bange!: 
Q. How far was this automobile from you when the lights 
began to flicker in the side of your automobile? 
A. Right in back of me, right close to me. 
Q. Was he traveling fast or slow? 
A. Yes, sir, he was going a little faster than I was going. 
Q. When you say his lights flickered in the side of your 
car, what did you do then? 
page 102 }- A. I pulled it hard over to the right. 
Q. What part of his Gar came in contact with 
what part of your car? . 
A. The front part of his, the right front part of his, came 
in contact with the lefthand of mine, the left front fender of 
mine. 
Q. You mean the extreme front end? 
A. Sort of side swiped it like. 
Q. You mean the fender? 
A. Yes, sir, the fender. 
Q. That would be which fender? 
A. His right front fender and my left front fen de,.. 
Q. Was there much damage done to your car f 
. ~- No, sir; just a few dents in the lefthand side of my 
fiont fender and the tire was cut. 
r"" Q. Any damage to the bumper? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The headlights Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The radiator? 
A. No, sir. 
V Q. To t~e front of your car? , A. No, sir. Q. Was there any damage on your car other than a few 
indentations on your left front fender?· 
A. It seems that a little bit of paint had been 
page 103 } scraped off the left rear fender. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Off your rear fender? 
Q. Did that car at any time get even with you until you 
had started your turn? 
A. No, sir. 
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/ ... "h~· Did the front part of. your car ever come in contact with 
the rear of his automobile? 
A. No, sir. It sort of side-swiped the side. 
Q. Now, who reached the corner first Y 
A. I was there first. 
Q. How much of your turn had you completed before he 
reached that intersection? . 
A. I was just about into Lincoln Street. I reckon I was 
about nine or ten feet, I reckon, from the curb. 
Q. What speed were you making. in making your lcfthand 
turn? 
.A. I was going right around ten miles an hour. 
Q. Was there any horn blown before you entered the in-
tersection? 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. 'Vas there any horn blown until you had practically 
completed your turn Y 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Was there any horn sounded before you saw these lights 
inside of your car? . 
A. The lights-just as soon as I saw the lights 
page 104 ~ he tooted his horn. 
Q. Were your .lights burning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was your window down? 
A. My lefthand front window was down. 
Q. Is that the one that you extended your signal from f 
A. Yes, sir, put my hand out. · 
Q. Is there a stop light on your automobile? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there one on there at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it work? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did. you apply your brakes in making the lefthand turn? 
A. I was running right around 25 miles an hour and I 
slowed down to about ten miles an hour to make the turn. 
Q. When you apply your brakes tl1at way does that cause 
the stoplight to flash on? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What does it indicate f 
A. That I want to stop or make a turn or go in there. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. When were yon 17, Mr. Kittrell f 
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A. Last September 3rd. 
page 105 ~ Q. You have been driving how long? 
A. I don't know exactly. I had a special 
driver's permit. I think I was about 15 when I first got a 
driver's permit. 
Q. You can't get them until you are 16, can you 7 
Mr. Bangel: I object. You can get them when you are 
14. 
A. Yes. Your Daddv has to sign for them, or some ... 
thing. · 
By Mr. Gilman: . 
Q. Where had vou been this night f 
A. I had been to my house. A boy friend in the Navy had 
been to· see 1ne and I was taking him back to Cook's lockers. 
Q. What was his name Y •. 
·A. Alex Ivy. 
Q. He had been visiting your family? 
A. Yes, sir. . · 
Q. And about midnight you carried him down to Cook's at 
the Portsmouth Navv Yard? 
A. Yes, sir.· w 
Q. And you were on your way home? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I understood you to say that you were driving about 
25 miles an hour? 
A. Before I slowed down to make the turn. 
Q. Where did you slow down to make the turn? 
A. "\Vhen I was between 35 and 50 foot from the corner, 
after I looked in my mirror to see if a car was i'n 
page 106 ~ the back. 
Q. 35 feet from the corner? 
A. I slowed down, yes, sir. 
Q. And looked throug-h your mirror at that time Y 
A. No, sir. I looked at my mirror when I was about 75 
foot from the corner. 
Q. And this other car was a block away, at Nelson Street? 
A. Approximately a hlock behind me. 
Q. And that block is at least 300 feet, isn't it~ 
A. I imagine so . 
. Q. You tell the jury that 1\fr. Robinson traveled 300 feet 
while you 'vere traveling- approximately 75 feet, and you 
'vere going 25 miles an hour until you slowed down about 35 
feet from the .intersection, and that would make 1\fr. Robin-
son running at least 75 n1iles an hour. 
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Mr. ~Ic:Niurran: No. If he had been rJlnning 35 or 40 he 
would have done it. 
Mr. Gilman: I am examining· the witness. You can ex-
plain it later. 
A. I slowed down to ten miles an hour to make the turn. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
· Q. You slowed down to ten miles an hour when you were 
35 feet away? 
A. No, not exactly 35, but right around that. 
Q. But when you were 75 feet away he 'vas a block, or 300 
feet away? . 
A. He was app1·oximately a block behind me 
page 107 ~when I was extending my hand to make the sig-
nal. 
Q. You estimated the distance by looking at the mirror in 
the top of your carY 
A. The distance he was behind, being· over on the side. 
Q. What sort of signal did you give Y 
A. Signal for a lefthand turn. 
Q. What is thatY 
A. Straight out. 
Q. How long did you keep your hand out? 
A. Held it out like that (indicating) and brought it back 
in .. 
Q. Stuck it out and brought it in~ 
A. No, but plenty of time if anybody was behind to see 
the signal. 
Q. How long did you keep it out? 
A. I didn't have a watch to time it. I held it out time for 
him to see. 
Q. Did you travel 10 or 15 feet before you pulled it in? 
A. I don't know exactly. 
Q. You pulled it in before you got to the corner? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Before you got to the corner f 
A. At the time I started to make the turn. 
Q. Before you started to turn you pulled the signal in Y ·
A. I could not turn with one hand. 
Q. And that is the reason you pulled it inf 
page 108 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Don't you know the law say you must con-
tinuously-
Mr. McMurran: I object to his asking that. 
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By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Yon pulled it in before you began to turn so you could 
use your other hand? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. When you began your turn, as soon as you got your 
car at the slightest angle, then there were lights on your ear? 
A. I was not at a slight angle; nearly in Lincoln Street. 
Q. Will you explain to this jury, Mr. Kittrell, why it is, 
on a straightaway with two cars coming down, that you 
didn't see this car gaining on you all the time in an effort to 
AassyouY 
V - A. I saw the car behind me. 
Q. He must have been almost or nearly parallel with you 
when you started your turn regardless of whether you hit the 
front, midsection or back. 
A. If I had kept going straight making the turn he would 
have hit on the broad side. 
Q. Come down here and show us how you made the turn Y 
A. This is Fourth StreetY 
Q. Yes. ~Ir. Robinson had lights and you say you saw 
them? 
A. Yes. I came down just about like that and I got right 
along in here, about like that, and I saw his lights, and I tried 
to cut the car like that and as I did he crossed 
page 109 ~ the front of my fender there, and hit a pole over 
here and slided down and hit a tree. 
Q. In designating where you made the turn you have placed 
your car coming down the center of the street? 
A. I 'vas just a little to the right of the center. 
J\Ir. Bangel: I ask that we be permitted to put him right. 
He continued beyond the center of the-
Mr. Gilman: Wait a minute. You can ask him later. 
The Court: Let him go ahead. ' 
By Mr. Gilman: , 
Q. Ho,v far from the center line were you traveling? 
A. When I went to make the turn I don't know exactly how 
many feet, nothing like that, but I w~s just a little to the 0 
right of the center. 
Q. Was it two' or three feet to the right of the center? 
A. I don't know exactly. 
Q. About what Y 
A. Just a little bit, not so very much, a couple or two or 
three feet, maybe five foot. · 
Q. Then you traveled on up to the middle line and made 
your turn? 
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A. Yes, sir, started to make it about in the middle of the 
street. 
Q. Don't you know you should have followed 
page 110 ~ the right curb as near as you could, and have gone 
across. the intersection and then made the turn! 
Mr. McMurran: That is argument. 
By Mr. Gilman: 
Q. You didn't do that 7 
A. I didn't follow no right curb. 
Q. You had gotten over here how far from the northwest 
corner! · 
A. I reckon nine or ten foot from this curb here. 
Q. Going ten miles an hour~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. And put on your brakes Y 
A. When I first sa'v him I didn't put it on, at first, but I 
pulled it around like that, and after he hit me I pushed on 
my brake. 
Q. How do you account for your car stopping there if you 
didn't put on any brakes going at ten miles an hour? 
A. I turned it around like this and when he hit me I shoved 
down on the brakes. It all happened so quick~ 
Q. Are these your skid marks over there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In this angle Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is where you skidded T 
page 111 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will a car skid going at ten miles an hour 
on dry pavement f ~ 
A. If someone hits you it will. 
Q. Will it skid all four wheels? 
A. If someone hits you. . 
Q. How do you account for any blue paint being ·on here 
if he hit your left front? 
· A. I told you I swung the car around this way and when 
he was. coming this way-:-he "rent-seeing he was going to 
hit me I had to try to avoid him like that (indicating), and 
he sideswiped and l1it the pole; like that and come down on 
the tree. 
Q. How did you get blue paint on the door of hiR auto...: 
mobile·? Do you know how it. got there? 
A. Blue paint on this one (indicating). 
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Q. On-
A.. I mean this. 
Q. On this? , 
A.. Blue paint on my door, and all over the ear. 
Q. I am talking about his door. 
A. When a car comes up and sideswipes me the blue paint 
gets off that car on this. · 
Q. There was no damag·e to your left front fender? 
A. Just a little bit of paint scraped off this, not very much. 
I don't know whether it was on there before by backing in 
and out of the garage, but a little paint scraped 
page 112 ~ off here. 
Q. 1 \Vasn 't your fender bent into your tire and 
you had to pull it off the tire? 
A. Part of it, yes. 
Q. Bent do1vn on your front wheel? 
A. Yes, sir. If I remember correctly, I don't believe it 
was quite down on the tire. . 
Q. \Vhen you first reached the intersection of Lincoln 
Street, I assume before you made your turn you looked around 
to see if y9u could make it in safety? 
A. I looked in mv n1irror. 
· Q. I am speaking. of the time just as you got parallel with 
the street line. · 
A. I just looked in 1ny mirror and just took my ·eyes off 
him. 
Q. Didn't you look after the 75 feet? 
A. I looked fron1 75 feet on down to 50, maybe 35; I don't 
know exactly, but looked in the mirror and as soon as I took 
1ny eyes off the mirror I made the turn. 
Q. Then- yon didn't look after you were within 35 feet of 
the intersection? 
A. Yes, I looked in the mirror at the automobile behind me 
and he appeared to be apparently a safe way, and I took my 
hand in and took n1v Pvcs off the mirror and started to make 
the left turn. · · 
Q. \Vhen you last looked .where was ~fr. Rob-
page 113 ~ i:13son 's carf When .you were at the street line, 
where was his car? 
A. Just a little under a block behind me. 
Q. You mean he was just a little less than a block behirid 
you as yon npproachecl the building line? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that true ·y 
A .. Yes .. 
~fr. Gilman: That i~ all. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
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By Mr. Bangel: · 
Q. You indicated you had gone in this way and then in 
that direction f You had gone north of the center of that 
street and your car was west of the center of that street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time his lights flashed into your face Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you were about 35 feet when you last looked 
through the mirror and he was then some distance d.own the 
street? 
A. Yes, around that. 
Q. Do I understand you to testify you had extended your 
hand at least 75 feet before reaching the corner Y 
Mr. Gilman: I object to the form of the question. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. When you had drawn it in, when you were 
page 114 ~ about to make the turn? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. In addition to traveling 75 feet, was it necessary for 
you to travel across Lincoln StreetY 
A. Yes, across half of it. 
Q. Then is when you drew it in in order to have the use 
of your hand? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Gilman: He didn't testify to that. 
The Court: He is asking what he did in many instances. 
Mr. Gilman: He has no right to say, "You made the turn'', 
so and so. He isn't on cross examination. 
The Court: You haven't a right to propound a question 
which signifies the answer you want whether he is on direct or 
cross examination. 
Mr. Gilman: I thought I was examining him properly. 
There was no objection to it. I am objecting tR the manner 
in which he is examining him now. 
The Court : The practice is to be condemned. Try to 
avoid it. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. How wide is Lincoln Street? 
A. I think it is a round 30 feet. 
page 115 ~ Q. So you had traveled over half of that street? 
A. Yes. 
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Q . .And had traveled over part of Lincoln on Fourth 
Street? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. While he was traveling that block1 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Bangel: That is the case. 
GEORGE A. WHITE, 
sworn on behalf of t~e plaintiff, testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Mr. White, what is your position with the CityY 
A. Deputy City Sergeant. 
Q. Do you know the plaintiff in this case, Mr. John Cooper 
Robinson! • 
A. Yes, sir, been knowing him all of my life. 
Q. How long have you been knowing him? 
page 11.6 } A. All of my life practically. 
Mr. McMurran: We object, your Honor, to any charac-
te1· witnesses. It is to be confined purely to rebuttal. 
The Court: What Y 
Mr. 1\fcMurran: They can only put on rebuttal witnesses 
now. It is too late now to put this testimony on. 
Mr. Cuthriell: The defendant has raised the question 
here, certainly by inference, that this paint has been tam-
pered with on the car, and we want to show-
The Court: What is your question? 
Mr. Cuthriell : Simply character witnesses, testimony as 
to reputation for truth and veracity. 
TJ1e Court: He has testified along this line Y 
~fr. Cuthriell: Yes, sir. 
The Court : This gentleman? 
The Witness: No. 
Mr. Cuthriell: Not this gentleman. 
Mr. Mcl\f urran: It is direct testimony, your Honor. . 
The Court : I think so. Since they claim the benefit of 
the rule' with reference to rebuttal testimony, I 
page 117 } think we will have to let Mr. White retire. 
Mr. Gilman: The court refu.ses to allow char-
acter witnesses? 
The Court: Yes. They object to your putting on any-
thing but r~buttal testimony. 
Mr. Gilman: His character has been attacked. These 
people have testified to absolutelv contrary things. It was 
held in a Norfolk Southern and several other cases that 
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where a man's reputation for truth and veracity is attacked 
either in cross examination or in the defense testimony 
that- · 
The Court: . His character has not been attacked. There 
has been very 'little contradictory testimony introduced. 
Mr. Gilman: We want to enter this while we are here and 
save our point. Will you let the jury be excused T We want 
to get their testimony in the record for the purpose of sav-
ing it. · 
The Court: You can dictate it to the stenographer later 
on. 
Mr. Gilman: The court has held that we have to put the 
witnesses on and ask questions and get the answers. 
Mr. B,angel : We will allow them ·to do it after the case is 
over .. 
page 118 ~ Mr. Gilman:· We can't do it aftcr,vards. The 
witnesses are here now and they will probably 
be scattered to the four winds afterwards. 
The Court: Step into the other room, gentlemen. 
- Note : The jury retired. 
By Mr. Cuthriell: 
· Q. What is your position with the City, Mr. White f 
A. Deputy City Serge_ant. . 
' Q. Do you know 1\{r. John Cooper Robinson, the plaintiff 
in this suit T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you known him? 
A. Practically all of ~Y life. 
Q. What do you know about his reputation for truth and 
veracity? 
A. Very good, sir. 
Q. Would you believe him on oath in a matter in which he 
was interested f · 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION . 
... 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Do ·you know Mr. Kittrell, the defendant in this case? 
A. I know of him, Mr. Bangel. · . · 
Q. Do you know his reputation for truth and veracity? 
A. ·As far as I know, it is very good, sir. 
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page 119 } J. C. BRINSON, 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as fol-
lows: 
Mr. Bange!: The character witnesses ·probably also know 
the defendants, and we will waive that point and let the jury 
come in. 
Mr. Cuthriell: The gentlemen 'vant to put them on 7 
The Court: They will allow you to put them on. Bring the 
jury in. 
Note : The jury returned. 
The Court: They are cancelling the objection made to this 
'"itness, and you can show that the jury didn't retire. 
Mr. Cuthriell: I would like to put Mr. White on before 
the jury. · 
The Court : If the objection is cancelled, you· have got 
1\fr. White's testimony there in the record. If the objection 
of counsel is expunged from the record, the record would 
show Mr. White testified, and all that is necessary is for the 
stenographer to read the questions and answers. 
Mr. Cuthriell: That will be all right, sir. 
Note: Testimony of ~Ir. White taken during the absence 
of the jury was read. · 
Bv l\Ir. Outhriell: 
· Q. Please state your name and connection with the City. 
A. L. C. Brinson. 
Q. Do you know the plaintiff? 
page 120 ~ A. Do yon 'vant my occupation f 
Robinson? 
Q. Do you kno'v the plaintiff, John Cooper 
A. You say you want my occupation? 
The Court: .Just answer his questions. 
A. Yes, I know 1\Ir. Robinson. 
By Mr. Cuthriell: . 
Q. Ho,v long· have you known him 1 · 
. !.. I don't know how long I have been ]mowing him. 
Q. What do you mean by that? . · · 
A. I mean by that I have been knowing him ever since I 
con1d recollect anyone. 
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Q. What is his reputation in the community for truth and 
veracity! . 
A. Very good. 
Q. Would you believe him on oath in a matter in which he 
was interested Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. Do you know Mr. G. B. Kittrell and Vernon F. Kittrell, 
the defendants in this case? 
A. I do not. 
Q. You don't know them f 
A. I know him when I see him, but don't know anything 
about him. 
page 121 ~ Q. Do you know anything about his reputation 
in the community f 
A. I don't know anything against his reputation. 
J. F. WEAVER, 
sworn on behalf of the plaintiff, testified as follows= 
Examined by Mr. Cuthriell: 
Q. Please state your name and what position you occupy 
with the City. 
A. J. F. Weaver, City Engineer. 
Q. Do you know the plaintiff in this case, Mr. John Cooper 
Robinson? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For how longf 
A. Oh, I would say 35 years. 
Q. Do you know: anything about his reputation in the com-
munity for truth and veracity? 
A. Do whatY 
Q. Whatf 
A. I didn't catch you. 
Q. Do you know anything about his reputation in the com-
munity for truth and veracity? 
page 122 ~ A. All right. 
Q. Would you believe him under oath in a mat-
ter in which ha was interested f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McMurran: 
Q. Do you know Mr. G. B. Kittrell? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. This gentleman here 7 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Cuthriell : That is all. 
JOHN COOPER ROBINSON, 
the plaintiff, recalled, testified in rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Gilman: 
Q. Mr. Robinson, what is the color of your cart 
A. Black body and running gear and wheels. 
Q. What is the color of the body 7 
A. Black. 
Q. Always been black? 
A. Yes, sir, bought it that way. 
Q. Has it ever been painted maroon f 
page 123 } A. No, sir. 
Q. Or any other color other than black? 
A. No, sir. 
By a Juror: 
Q. I would like to ask Mr. Robinson if he remembers what 
course his car took after it was struck in the right rear. 
A. Hit the pole and threw me away from the wheel and 
I could not do nothing. 
Q. Use the plat up there and show me what your car did 
between the time it was hit and the time it hit the pole, 
whether it swerved to the right or left 1 
A·. ~Iy car was hit on this side about that part of the car, 
and it brought that part of the car up. There was a pole 
on this corner. I was travelin~ in the center of the street, 
going up the center, and it carried me over against the pole. 
How far the car swerved when it hit the pole coming this 
way you can't answer it because it threw me away from the 
wheel, kind of over on the side, and when I found it the car 
was in this position against the pole-against the tree. 
Q. From this point here, it hit, as I understand it, on the 
right rear? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't remember whether your car went this way 
or whether it went this way, do you (indicating) Y 
A. It went more in this form (indicating). 
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Q. In this wayY 
page 124 ~ A. More in that form. 
Q. And when it stopped it was in this position Y 
A. It hit the pole here and naturally threw it around. How 
far it come this way I can't tell until I got out of the car 
up against the tree. 
CROSS EXAMIN·ATION. 
By Mr. BangeJ: 
Q. Do I understand you to say it struck back there like 
that, way over here, and it would take you way over here, 
and you were traveling faster than the other car that struck 
you from the rear f · 
1\fr. Gilman: This is 34 feet across here, and one.-half of 
it is 16. 
By Mr. Bangel: 
Q. You were crossing in . a perfectly straight course and 
he struck you like that (indicating) Y 
A. No. 
Q. How did it strike you 1 
A. Just in this form. 
Q . .And that would cause your car to turn and go this wayT 
A. No, not when he picked me completely up. 
Q. He picked you up and carried you across the street Y 
A. Not all the way, no. He stopped his car and my car 
went against the tree. 
Q. If he struck you in that fashion, he would 
page 125 ~ pull you in this way? 
.A. If my wheels stayed directly on the ground. 
Q. And if he picked you up he would have carried you that 
way; he ·would have carried you around that way? 
A. He hit with this part. 
Q. ·And that would cause your car to go this way? 
·A. Yes, until it hit the pole. 
By Mr. Cuthriell : 
Q. Yon dicln 't put on your bral\es 7 
A. No. 
By Mr. Bange I: 
Q. He struck you, as I understand you, about there, and 
caused- your car to do that, and it ·was this side of your car, 
which is the· left side, that fo;truck that pole over there, was 
il7 . 
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A. Yes. 
Q. .And after striking that pole it went down here and the 
right side struck the tree 1 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Will you indicate which part of Mr. Kittrell's car struck 
youY 
A. This part here, right along up in here. . 
Q. You mean the front of the fender? 
A. The front of the fender, the bumper or something; I 
·don't know what, but that part of the car. 
Q. you don't know whether it was the bumper 
page 126 ~ or fender? 
A. How could I sitting in my carY 
Q. You don't know what part struck you? 
A. I know that part of the car hit me. 
Q. Did you look at his car after the accidentV 
A. No, only at the door. 
Q. You didn't look at his car? . 
A. No. I was not thinking about how much damage was 
done to the cars. 
· Q. You were traveling on the left of the center of the 
street?· 
A. No, sir, in the center. 
Q. Half of the car was on the left center? 
A. I 'von't say it was. I won't deny it. 
Q. In the meanthne there 'vas a car you had overtaken on 
our right entering the intersection; is that correct f 
A. I was passing- him. I attempted to pass him before 
the intersection. 
Q. You continued until you reached and entered the inter-
section; is that. correct 1 . 
A. Yes ; my car was up in there when he whipped around. 
Q. I tried you to get you to answer just now this question: 
You say you did not pass before reaching the intersection 
but continued to try to pass him entering ·the intersection? 
A. I had begun-when he hit in here I 'vas coming up that 
way, and he whipped around and hit me there. 
Q. You place both automobiles in the intersection with the 
hack of his car parallel with the front of .the 
page 127 ~ other? 
A. Tt is a little bit further than that. 
Q. Indicate it f 
A. It was up a little further. 
~ir. Bange]: He is now placing the cars, both cars, in the 
intersection. 
1\fr. Gilman: TlH~ entrance to the hit~rsection. 
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Mr. Bangel: Beyond the corner, beyond the curh line into 
Lincoln Street, with the front of the l{ittrell car parallel with 
the door of his car. 
By Mr. Bange! : 
Q. How far apart were you 1 
A. I judg·e we were traveling about four feet apart, some-
thing like that. 
Q. Four feet apart Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were at that time traveling faster than he was Y 
A. I told you I didn't know how fast he was driving, and 
I don't know whether he put his foot on the brake or whether 
he put his foot on the accelerator. 
Q. But you did try to pass hjm in the intersection Y 
A. I was passing just where I put it. 
Q. Pass~d in the intersection and the accident happened 
in the intersection Y 
Mr. Gilman: He has been over that fifty times-
The Court: I think the subject is exhausted myselr. 
page 128 ~ P. R. HUNT, . 
recall~d on behalf of the defendants, testified in 
rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by Mr. McMnrran: · 
Q. Did you fix Mr. Kittrell's car after this accident Y 
A. I believe I did. I have done a lot of work on his car. 
I think I fixed it at this time. 
Q. What did you do to it Y 
A. Straig·htened his front fender and tire shield on the 
! ide. Q. Was there any damage to his front bumper? · A. No, sir, was not, l1ad not been touched. 
Q. Was there any damage to the front part of his left-
hand fender? 
A. No, sir, there was not. 
Q. Where were the dents 7 
A. Started in along where his fender-his fender has got 
a wheel well, and started there and 'vent up probably within 
about a foot or a foot and a half from the end of his fender. 
Q. Yon mean the front end of the fender? 
A. Yes, sir, about a foot and a half of the end. 
Q. Anything wrong with his headlights Y 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you repair them Y 
A. No, sir, didn't have to. 
Q. Did you have to repair the radiator Y 
A. No, sir. 
page 129 }. Q. Did you repair anything on the front of his 
car? 
.A. No, sir, nothing whatever. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Gilman: · 
Q. You say you think you repaired it. You do a lot of 
work for him? 
A. Lots of people have work done at the place, and you 
don't know exactly whose job you are getting at the bme 
unless he tells you exactly .. 
Bv 1\fr. lV[cMurran: 
"'Q. Do you know Mr .. Kittrell's car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are sure you worked on his cart 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. McMurran: If your Honor please, we want to make 
a motion in the absence of the jury. 
The Court: Have both sides rested the caseY 
Mr. McMurran: Yes. · 
The Court: Gentlemen, retire to your room again and' close 
the door. 
Note : The jury retired. 
page 130} Mr. McMurran: We want to renew our mo-
tion to strike out the plaintiff's testimony, first, 
upon the ground that the evidence discloses that he was 
guilty of contributory negligence in attempting to pass the 
defendant's car, in an intersection, we contending that that 
negligence on his part was the proximate cause of the acci-
dent in this case. The second ground is that Mr. Robinson 
has stated he was traveling slightly more tha.n 25 miles an 
hour, which is, of course, a violation of the State law. He 
has also stated he was positively in the center of the street, 
or a part of his car was on the lefthand side of it, when the 
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law r~quires him to stay on the righthand side, and lastly, 
from the statement of Mr. Robinson and the other testimony, 
it would be impossible for the accident to have happened as 
he stated here today. 
The Court : Is there any reply, gentlemen Y 
Mr. Gilman: I still submit it is a jury question. If it 
happened as ~Ir. Robinson says it happened, he is entitled 
to a verdict and the speed was not the proximate cause of 
the accident. A man has a right to go to the left center of 
the road in passing vehicles. It is a question provided by 
statute, and this has been argued fully before 
page 131 ~ and I don't know that there is anything I can 
add to 'vhat was originally said. I submit the 
jury should pass on the negligence and contributory negli-
gence of the respective parties. 
The Court : I have only one impression from the evidence 
in this case, and that is 1\{r. Robinson passed this car, over-
took it, in the intersection of the two streets, which is a vio-
lation of the law, and which is in itself negligence. I think 
that negligence was the proximate cause of the accident. I 
don't think that one person has a right to pass another one 
in the intersection when he overtakes them, unless there is 
some good cause .shown for it excusing the act. 
~Ir. Gilman: Don't you think it is a jury question on the 
contradictory evidence 1 The proximate cause was this man's 
turning when Mr. Robinson's car was right there in plain 
view of him to his left. Our court' has said many times that 
it is not per se neg·ligence to be on the left side of the street, 
or to drive at an excessive rate of speed unless it is the proxi-
mate cause of the accident. I think it is a question for the 
jury as to· 'vhether or not the turning- of this young man 
was the proximate cause or the passing· of Mr. 
page 132 ~ Robinson was. The young man has testified that 
when he reached this intersection 1\{r. Robinson 
was nearly a block away, and 1nost certainly those are jui.~y 
questions. . 
· The Court: I don't view it in that light. Many of those 
questions of rights of citizens would be jury questions, but I 
, think his attempting to pass the car while at the intersectioJ1. 
was per se on his part. 
Mr. Gilman: You hold it negligenc~ as a matter of Ia,,r? 
· The Court: . Nothing could be plainer than his. direct tes-
timony that both were clearlv. in the intersection at the time 
l\'lr. Robinson en~eavorecl to" pass. Unless something could 
be· shown to the effect tha~ this young man here saw and had 
a~. OJ,portt~nity to. h~ve avoided striking him under the cir~ 
(. . 
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cumstances, I n1ust consider Mr. Robinson is responsible for 
this accident. 
Mr. Gilman: The last clear chance would enter into it if 
it happened as 1\!Ir. Robinson said it did. 
The Court: You may be correct in that view, and you can 
take it up. 
Mr. Gilman: But if we are there is nothing final and it 
has to come back. 
The Court: It would only be a question of damages you 
. would have to prove if the Court of Appeals de-
page 133 r cided you are right. . 
Mr. Gilman: I beg to differ with the court. 
The Court of Appeals would never decide whether he was 
entitled to recover. 
The Court: It would be remanded to try the question of 
damag·es before the jury. 
Mr. Gilman: I beg to differ with the court. The jury 
might find for the. defendant on a question of liability. 
The Court: I don't think in any view of this case that Mr. 
Robinson is entitled to recover. No particular negligence 
has been shown, as I see it, on the part of this young man. I 
think it was due to the fact that Mr~ Robinson ·ran up be-
hind him, close beside him, in the intersection, which he ought 
not to have done. He should have waited. 
Mr. Gilman: Are _you going to draw an instruction direct-
ing a verdict¥ 
Mr. Bangel: Yes, we will draw one. 
N: ote: An instruction was .thereupon submitted the court 
by counsel for the defendants. 
The Court: Is there any objection to this form of ver-
dict¥ 
Mr. Gilman: Yes, sir. 
The Court : To the form Y 
page 134 ~ J\1r. Gilman: It is right in the teeth of the de-
cisions. 
Mr. Bangel: That is the form the courts have approved 
when the evidence is stricken out. 
The Court: Have you any authority for this form? 
Mr. Bangel: Your l-Ion or can tell the jury there is not 
sufficient evidence to return a verdict for the plaintiff. 
Mr. Gilman: I would like for you to draw it so that we 
can see it in written forn1. 
The Court : Unless yon have got some precedent to pre-
sent to the court, I don't like this language. It is requiring 
thfl court to pass upon the weight of the evidence. 
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Note: A second instruction was thereupon submitted to 
the court by counsel for the defendants. 
The Court: Bring the jury in. I don't like either one of 
these forms. 
Note : The jury returned. 
, The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, the defense in this· 
ca~e has moved the court to strike out the plaintiff's evi-
dence and this motion has been granted by the court, and the 
effect of it is to leave the case with you exactly 
page 135 ~ as though no evidence had been introduced on 
behalf of the plaintiff's case. Retire and bring 
in such verdict as you think proper under the circumstances. 
A Juror: May I ask a question. We had that same thing 
the other day and we were rig·ht much confused. What do 
you mean? 
The Court: I mean the plaintiff, in presenting its case in 
court, before he is entitled to recover a verdict in his favor 
must prove his case by evidence. The defense is not called 
upon to say anything until the plaintiff has proved liability 
against the defendant. Do you understand now? 
A .Juror: I simply wanted to know. We got in there the 
other day and argued among ourselves. 
Mr. Gilman: The plaintiff excepts to the court's instruc-
tion in directing a verdict for the defendant as contrary to 
the law and the evidence and in the teeth of the statute on 
directing verdicts. All matters of evidence, negligence of 
the defendant and contributory neg·ligence of the plaintiff, are 
questions for the jury, and it has been held by our court in 
numerous cases and recent ones that a violation of the law; 
for instance, a section of the Motor Vehicle Code, 
page 136 ~ is not as a matter of law neglig·ence, but must 
be the proximate cause of the accident to be con-
tributory negligence. 
2. The court has ignored all the evidence of the plaintiff, 
assuming that the plaintiff was guilty of some negligence, 
and the court has ignored the last. clear chance which the de-
fendant had to have avoi.ded the accident, as he was going 
only ten miles an hour on a straight ~treet, with the pavement 
dry, and could have stopped instantly or slightly turned his 
automobile to the right avoiding the plaintiff. 
3. The defendant testified to facts impossible and not 
worthy of belief when he said that as he reached the build-
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ing line of Lincoln Street the plaintiff was nearly a block 
away, which he testified was 300 feet. 
Note : The jury thereupon returned with 'its verdict. 
The Foreman: We have, your Honor. 
The Court: Let me see it. "We, the jury, find in favor 
of the defendants. George H. Lewis, Foreman.'' 
Mr. Gilman: I want to move the court to set 
page 137 }- aside the verdict of the jury as contrary to the 
law and the evidence and misdirection of the 
court, which I imagine it overrules, and the plaintiff excepts. 
page 138 }- And the foregoing being all the evidence it).-
troduced in this case, on motion of defendants 
the court struck out all the evidence which had been intro-
duced on behalf of the plaintiff, to which action of the court 
the plaintiff duly excepted on the grounds herein stated above, 
and the jury found a verdict for the defendants, which the 
plaintiff moved to set aside on the grounds herein stated 
above, but the court overruled this motion and entered judg-
ment for the defendants pursuant to the verdict, and the 
plaintiff having duly excepted to the actions and rulings of 
the court in striking out the evidence and instructing the 
jury as above shown and in refusitlg to set aside said ver-
dict, prays that this his bill of exceptions No. 1, including the 
exhibits herein mentioned and identified by the Judge, may 
be signed and made a part of the record in this case ; which 
is accordingly done in due time this 6th day of September, 
1935, after it duly appeared in writing that the defendants 
and the guardian ad litem for the infant defendant had been 
given proper notice of the time and place of presenting the 
same. 
K. A. B:AIN, 
Acting Judge of this Court, and the Judge 
who tried this case. 
A Copy-Teste : 
K. A. BAIN, Judge. 
page 139 }- State of Virginia, 
City of Portsmouth, to-wit: 
I, Kenneth A. Bain, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Portsmouth, in the State of Virginia, do hereby cer-
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tify that the foregoing is a true transcript of the record in 
the foregoing ·cause ; and I further certify that the notice re-
quired by Section 6339, Code of 1919, was duly given in ac-
cordance with· said section. 
Given under my hand this 19th day of September, in the 
year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-five. 
KENNETH A. BAIN, JR., Clerk. 
By: D. V. MAJOR, D. C. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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